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AUSTRALIA

Should Webjet Pursue Acquisitions?
After another capital raising, will Webjet be free to pursue the acquisition of distressed travel assets or is
protecting the balance sheet a priority?
-Liquidity may be required if recovery takes longer than anticipated
-Acquisitions more likely in the B2C space
-Is the negative sentiment priced into the stock?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Is Webjet ((WEB)) primed for acquisitions in a stressed travel industry or will the latest capital raising simply
help to weather the storm as access to international travel destinations becomes a more distant prospect?
The decision to issue convertible notes, which comes after $345.8m was raised in April, may suggest financial
stress but Ord Minnett believes the company is being cautious and ensuring it is positioned for an inevitable
recovery in the B2B (business-to-business) segment after the pandemic.
This should also enable Webjet to pursue opportunities that may arise with the changes to the competitive
landscape post the pandemic. Management has emphasised the latest raising is for M&A because of the
attractive opportunities in the market, and not required to ease balance-sheet stress.

However, Morgans does not believe the balance sheet has the capacity to make a material acquisition,
although recognises the convertible note is a cheaper source of funds. UBS, on the other hand, believes Webjet
should be able to fund its operations for 14 months even with no revenue, while paying down the working
capital unwind and writing off the majority of receivables.
With debt facilities to begin maturing in late 2021, Credit Suisse argues liquidity may still be required if the
recovery takes longer and the summer of 2021 in the northern hemisphere remains materially affected by the
pandemic.
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Some booking activity has commenced in Australia but the Middle East is shut, and this is around one quarter of
bed transaction value and more profitable. Meanwhile, the Americas have been set back and Asia and Europe
are just starting to reopen.
The recovery has so far been mainly coming from domestic flights. Normalised international travel has been
pushed back to reflect the fact the virus seems to be accelerating its spread in developing countries and
remains a serious problem for developed countries.
Hence, Ord Minnett anticipates a full return to international travel will not begin until the second half of 2022.
Morgan Stanley, too, expects domestic travel will dominate the recovery for some time, which implies
Webjet's biggest earnings contributor and growth engine, B2B, will be a late-cycle event.
UBS is more positive, believing well capitalised operators such as Webjet will continue to take share and
acquire good businesses at discounted prices. The skew to leisure enables substitution of domestic for
international, such as Noosa versus Bali or, a little further down the track, New Zealand/Fiji versus more
distant destinations.
The broker also considers the exposure to Australasia creates a dilemma, as by opening up faster domestically
it may sap Australians' desire to travel internationally. While acknowledging uncertainty is heightened, UBS
assesses the business outlook has improved since April.
Liquidity
The company has raised EUR100m in convertible notes, due 2027, with a 2.5% coupon and a conversion price of
$4.09. The proceeds will be used to repay $50m in existing term debt, for potential acquisitions and capital
management.
The notes will be listed on the Singapore exchange. Debtor write-downs to date are not as bad as initially
feared but Morgans notes little detail was provided on the collecting of $150m in outstanding receivables.
Liquidity was $307m as of May 31.
Morgans now expects Webjet to be loss-making in FY21 at the operating earnings (EBITDA) level and a full
recovery is pushed out to FY23. The impact on profitability and the delay the recovery is now greater than
previously anticipated.
Acquisitions?
Credit Suisse considers there are plenty of acquisition opportunities as a number of travel assets are looking for
recapitalisation. Webjet is not in dialogue with any business at this stage but will explore the proposition with
more vigour over the next several months.
An acquisition in the B2B space is considered unlikely as competitors are significantly weakened and
market share can be gained organically. Morgan Stanley asserts talk of M&A is optimistic and the main issues
to focus on are risks around receivables, unwinding of working capital and prolonged disruption.
Therefore protecting the balance sheet is a priority. With the business burning cash and the share price more
than -80% from its all-time highs M&A could be challenging. The broker assesses the two capital raisings are
highly dilutive and negatively affect long-term shareholder value.
Credit Suisse suspects acquisitions are more likely in the B2C (business-to-consumer) space, or where the
company can leverage its global footprint, yet remains cautious about consumer-facing opportunities.
Technology or ancillary products could be of interest and the broker acknowledges the company would require
a high degree of conviction before pursuing a transaction.
Morgans also notes WebBeds has greater exposure to international travel and Webjet has largely dismissed
bolstering this segment through acquiring another competitor such as JacTravel.
The B2C business should benefit from a structural shift of holiday bookings to online, and despite growth
opportunities being on hold they will return. Hence, UBS asserts Webjet is well-placed to accelerate share
gains once the market reopens and an overly negative outlook has been priced into the stock.
In contrast, CLSA believes the travel restrictions have left the business in a "perilous state". Cancellations have
been high and booking activity low. If it were not for the equity raising in April the business would not have
survived.
The broker also asserts it is "remarkable" that the acquisition strategy has been reignited, believing this was
the “folly” that only recently threatened Webjet's survival. CLSA, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored
daily on the FNArena database, has a target of $2.75 and a Sell rating.
3

The database has two Buy ratings, two Hold and one Sell (Morgan Stanley). The consensus target is $4.07,
suggesting 19.4% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Import Pressures Growing For Adbri
Adbri's longstanding lime supply contract with Alcoa will come to an end next year, heralding a difficult time
as imports increasingly erode its business.
-De-stabilises Adbri's dominant market position in WA lime
-Imports eroding cement position in South Australia for some time
-What does this mean for the Worsley contract?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Alcoa has thrown a spanner in the works for Adbri ((ABC)), deciding not to renew its lime contract from June
2021 and opting for imported supply instead. This ends a 50-year uninterrupted supply contract, which
provided around Adbri with $70m in revenue per annum.
Moreover, it won't be easy to replace. Lime is a high fixed cost business and, given the kiln will now be running
at around 40% utilisation, Citi assesses the operating de-leverage is material.
UBS downgrades to Sell from Buy, having previously expected the lime business would be stable and a
high-margin contributor that would insulate the company from any weakness in the concrete/cement division.
This view has now been set aside.

The inability to renegotiate the contract is of concern given its significance, 40% of lime production. Price and
quality are likely to have played a part but UBS suspects Adbri's dominant position in line could have also
contributed to Alcoa seeking a new source.
However, UBS cannot rule out the chance the company can bring Alcoa back to the stable and renew at least
some of the lost volume. Adbri supplies 1.0mtpa of a 1.1mtpa Western Australian lime market.
Macquarie assesses the loss of the contract implies a meaningful shift in risk profile. The lime business is now
deemed vulnerable to import competition, which is also playing out in cement/concrete. Following the re-set
5

deemed vulnerable to import competition, which is also playing out in cement/concrete. Following the re-set
of cement prices in 2019, Morgans suspects this is another structural reduction in the level of profitability and
returns. The outlook, therefore, through to FY22 remains challenging.
Hence, the broker believes the balance sheet will need to be managed carefully and the Kwinana cement
grinding facilities upgrade, which is being assessed, may be deferred in order to protect the balance sheet.
Cost Savings?
Cost savings are possible and Morgans notes there could be scope to resize the Munster lime plant in Perth
which currently operates two kilns at 80% capacity. Nevertheless, given prohibitive transport costs associated
with pursuing east coast opportunities and an already dominant position in the WA lime market, the broker
envisages limited scope to make changes.
Ord Minnett, which downgrades to Hold from Accumulate, agrees one of the two lime kilns at Munster will
need to be closed as a result of the loss of this contract. The company's profitability was bolstered for a long
time by a monopoly position in both cement in South Australia and lime in Western Australia but competition
has gradually eroded the market.
Issues first surfaced in South Australia, Ord Minnett notes, from late 2018 and this latest announcement
reflects a similar story in Western Australia. The broker also points out a key customer of Adbri in NSW is
moving to self-supply next year.
The company will have to work hard to reduce fixed costs but UBS suspects "the genie is out of the bottle" and
the increase in new supply into Western Australia risks more customers shifting to imports.
UBS notes, over the last 12 months, the company has lost ground in South Australia to cement imports. From
South Australia 1.0mt is exported to Victoria and the remainder of the 1.5mt produced is distributed to the
resources sector and local construction.
The contestable tonnage is the local construction part, in the broker's view, and this could be at risk of lower
margin should a new import terminal be built.
Worsley
The other major WA lime contract is with South32 ((S32)) at the Worsley refinery, up for renewal in five years.
There are negative implications although, as Citi flags, any impact will be realised in 2024 at the earliest.
However, Worsley is around 30% of overall lime sales and the company will need to price it lower to retain the
volumes or risk losing this contract as well.
Ord Minnett had assumed contracts with both Alcoa and South32 were priced below import parity and the
latest announcement rebuts this view. The broker now assumes pricing to customers in the gold and copper
sectors will be reset by -US$10/t from July 1, 2021. From 2024 the contract with South32 is expected to be
retained, but at a -$15/t discount.
The remainder of the company's contracted lime business is distributed to the WA goldfields. It seems
reasonable to Morgans that the Alcoa loss will cause the market to question the security of these volumes and,
at the very least, the sustainability of current prices.
The company asserts it is competitive when it comes to import parity prices, particularly when the
consistency of its supply and strong distribution capability are considered. Morgans points out management
signalled this in February when it noted some customers were persuaded to relinquish imports and come back
to the fold.
Earnings Impact
Credit Suisse models a -$45m impact on earnings (EBIT) with an eventual recovery of the Alcoa volumes at
lower prices. Meanwhile, management has acknowledged it needs to improve concrete and aggregates
positioning and better compete for infrastructure projects.
Property sales in the medium term of up to $100m could partially fund a reinvigoration of infrastructure
competitiveness, as operating cash flow should cover dividends, but there is little else available in the broker's
view. Debt now looks elevated and may constrain management. Credit Suisse finds the dividend yield
unattractive and notes the last 10 years have produced little organic growth.
Morgan Stanley agrees the impact of this higher-margin contract loss is likely to be meaningful. Assuming a 30%
margin on the revenue loss implies $21m in earnings ahead of any mitigation, equivalent to 12% of the broker's
FY21 forecasts. Still, the company is expected to benefit from construction-related stimulus.
6

FNArena's database has one Buy rating (Morgan Stanley), two Hold and three Sell. The consensus target is
$2.51, suggesting 10.4% upside to the last share price. The dividend yield on FY20 and FY21 forecasts is 4.0%
and 4.5% respectively.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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FY20 In Review: An Extraordinary Year
FY20 will be remembered for the pandemic that changed our lives, the record-breaking highs and lows seen in
stock markets and the extraordinary measures taken by governments and central banks across the world
-The ASX200 ended the year down -10.1% (-7.7% incl dividends) while gaining 16.2% in the June quarter
-Healthcare and technology lead the way in FY20
-Mining and Energy performed well in the June quarter
By Angelique Thakur
FY20: Quite a tale to tell
June marked the end of a tumultuous financial year which started out with high expectations but left us
surprised (and not in a pleasant way). The first half was taken up by the US-China trade stand-off and more
of Brexit, both of which dampened business and consumer confidence.
Closer to home, Australia was barely over the bushfires when we (and the world) were confronted by the
coronavirus. What looked like a simple case of flu soon assumed gigantic proportions, morphing into a
full-blown pandemic.
In fact, covid-19 has gained the notorious title of being the biggest threat to the global economy in 90 years. It
ended Australia’s 28 years of economic expansion, with the economy contracting -0.3% in the March quarter.
CommSec predicts the domestic economy will further shrink by around -8% in the June quarter.
When advice to work from home and implement social distancing was taken by some people as a cue to plan
their next trip to the beach, the government had to impose stricter lockdown measures, replicated in many
parts of the world, in a desperate bid to reduce cases.
These lockdowns, mostly from March to May, hit businesses and the movement of people and goods.
Unemployment rose, with hundreds of thousands losing their jobs, with those working in retail and tourism
sectors hit the hardest.
Companies were caught unawares and the general reaction was either one or more of the following: guidance
withdrawal, raising capital, and/or deferring/cancelling earnings and distributions.
The psychological hit to consumer confidence was profound and prompted governments across the world to
resort to never before seen levels of stimulus measures.
The Australian government and the Reserve Bank (RBA) also promised to do whatever it took to help restore
the economy.
CommSec has put the fiscal and financial support by the state and federal governments along with the Reserve
Bank at around $295bn or almost 15% of GDP.
These measures will translate to budget deficits of about -$130bn in FY20 and FY21, estimates CommSec,
which is around 7% of GDP. The RBA cash rate was also lowered to 0.25% and is expected to remain there till
2022.
Even though the ASX200 has rebounded by circa 30% since the lows hit in March, the index still remains well
below the February highs.
The upturn thus far has mostly been driven by central bank liquidity, fiscal stimulus and recovering activity as
the economy emerges from hibernation.
Things have picked up gradually since then and while there has been a phased reopening of the economy, it is
just too fragile at the moment.
Infection rates have again started to increase since the end of June, sparking concerns over a second wave of
8

infections in the US and Australia.

ASX200 in FY20: A year of highs and lows
The ASX200 started the financial year near 6,620 points while ending it -10.1% lower with falls concentrated
in energy, financials, and real estate. Total return, including dividends, ended at -7.7%.
Even though the year closed in the red, it was as good as could be hoped for amidst the unusually high
volatility during the first half of 2020, which saw the index falling by as much as -36% from the highs in
February.
The index had hit a high of 7162.5 in February but lost all of that and then some in the sell-off up until March
23, with the index dropping to 4,546 points.
Healthcare was up 27% and added the most value in FY20 with CSL ((CSL)) as the largest stock along with now
being the largest index contributor.
The technology sector ended the year up 20%. It emerged as a major contributor to market returns in FY20
and has increased to 3.5% of index weight.
Financials were the worst performing sector, with Westpac performing worst.
The WAAAX stocks - WiseTech Global ((WTC)), Appen ((APX)), Afterpay ((APT)), Altium ((ALU)) and Xero
((XRO)) - increased by 36% in terms of market capitalisation.
The ASX All Technology Index, launched in February 2020, rose by 17% and outperformed the ASX100 which
declined -11% year-on-year.
Credit Suisse highlights WiseTech Global, Afterpay, Altium and Xero have collectively doubled their weighting
in the ASX 100 to 2% from 0.9% a year ago.
The best performing stock of the ASX100 was Afterpay, gaining 143% year on year and 29% month on month in
June.
June Quarter: The hits and misses
Quarter-wise, the June quarter turned out to be the second-best quarter this century with the MSCI ACWI
gaining 3% month-on-month, taking this quarter’s gain to 18.7%, while the ASX200 rose 2.5% over the month,
rising 16.2% in the June quarter.
A second wave of covid-19 cases since early June in the US keeps the strategy team at JP Morgan on the
defensive for now.
June-end saw new infections and Victoria re-imposed restrictions, highlighting the nation is not immune to a
second wave despite its geographic and demographic advantages.
There are questions whether the recovery in consumer spending, already at nascent stages, will hold with new
cases. The worry is further solidified by JP Morgan’s expectations of a sluggish earnings recovery across
FY20-22.
Energy lagged with a fall of -2.1% on account of a tepid oil price recovery, followed by industrials, real estate
and financials.
9

In terms of individual stocks, Commonwealth Bank ((CBA)) added the most to index return, followed by CSL
((CSL)) and Wesfarmers ((WES)) while Telstra ((TLS)) lagged.
The ASX technology index was up 5.2% versus the ASX100 which was up 2.9%.
Redbubble ((RBL)), Temple & Webster ((TPW)) and Kogan ((KGN)) were the best performers, while PainChek
((PCK)), Atomos ((AMS)) and Catapult Group International ((CAT)) were the worst.
Credit Suisse retains a positive outlook for the technology sector, but cautions valuations are beginning to look
full with investors flocking to the sector post-sell-off.
Within the technology sector, Credit Suisse is Overweight on Infomedia ((IFM)), Xero ((XRO)) and Life360 Inc
((360)) in that order, and Neutral on Appen ((APX)), Audinate Group ((AD8)) and Iress ((IRE)).
Credit Suisse also has a neutral view on travel technology stocks like Corporate Travel Management ((CTD))
and Webjet ((WEB)).
Mining and energy also saw strong returns at 27.8% and 28% respectively. Banks saw growth of 5.8% but finished
the June quarter underperforming the ASX200 by -5.60%.
While June saw strong consumer activity, JP Morgan economists fear this might simply be pent-up demand
rather than a return to normal.
The way forward
The last four months saw negative earnings revisions, stabilising somewhat in June with earnings expectations
rising 0.8% at the index level. Macquarie notes earnings expectations bottomed in early June with consensus
forecasts for 2020-22 rising in recent weeks, implying a V-shaped recovery.
Companies in the Small Ordinaries saw the strongest revision with a 9.6% uplift while at a sector level, the
largest upgrade was reserved for energy at 5%, followed by discretionary retail at 2.9% and industrials at 2.7%.
Macquarie points to an inordinate increase in stock trading due to a lack of better options, leading to what is
famously known as the "TINA" effect (there is no alternative), leading to increase in stock values because there
is no viable investment alternative.
Macquarie finds vindication of the TINA effect in the observation the ASX200 forward PE is by now trading
above pre-pandemic levels.
The second half of 2020 carries the risk of withdrawal of stimulus measures in haste (although the increased
volatility will reduce the likelihood of that happening), coupled with President Trump losing the US election.
CommSec analysts think the future depends on the trajectory followed by the coronavirus and how well or
otherwise it is managed by governments and health authorities.
The fate of the stock market depends on businesses returning back to normal and people returning to their
workplaces, comment Commsec analysts. They predict a -3.2% fall in the global economy in 2020 followed by a
rise of 4.7% in 2021.
The Australian economy is projected to shrink by -3.9% in 2020 before recovering by 3% in 2021. JP Morgan is
somewhat more optimistic and expects the Australian economy to close the year down -2.5%. A decline in
inward migration will affect tourism, real estate and education.
JP Morgans retains a defensive tilt and is Overweight on communications, healthcare, staples and utilities.
Materials, driven by the infrastructure stimulus being deployed in China, is most preferred.
Favoured stocks include Transurban Group ((TCL)), Viva Energy Group ((VEA)), Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
((BEN)), QBE Insurance Group ((QBE)) and Charter Hall Long WALE REIT ((CLW)) while stocks to avoid include
Beach Energy ((BPT)), Ampol ((ALD)) and Macquarie Group ((MQG)).
CommSec suggests the government needs to balance health risks with economic risks and expects it to extend
JobKeeper in some form. Unfortunately, there is no road map that can be followed and the ultimate outcome
will depend on how well the unknowns are managed.
CommSec expects the All Ordinaries index to be near 6,100-6,400 points by December 2020 and at 6,500-6,800
points in June 2021.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Diversity Bodes Well For Pinnacle
Despite the likelihood of a subdued second half, Pinnacle Investment Management is considered well-placed to
take advantage of investors seeking more attractive options offshore.
-Subdued investment performance still likely in the second half
-Long-term growth may come from non-equity asset classes
-May have more upside versus peers
By Eva Brocklehurst
A strong track record and long-term growth options have attracted Wilsons back to Pinnacle Investment
Management ((PNI)), a multi-affiliate investment management company. The business has small requirements
for significant amounts of capital but offers diverse areas of growth.
Wilsons highlights the fact Pinnacle Investment has seven affiliates with global equity strategies and is
well-placed to take market share. The broker believes a premium in the stock is warranted given the
diversified fund exposure and historical outperformance of funds.

Performance fees in FY20 were $25.8m compared with $15.3m in FY19, which Macquarie welcomes in what has
been a "tough year", retaining an Outperform rating and lifting its target to $4.62. Fees were earned across
five affiliates including Hyperion, Palisade, Coolabah, Metrics and Firetail. The company expects a negative
net return on Principal Investments in FY20.
The broker incorporates the fees update into forecasts, increasing estimates for FY21 and FY22 given the FY20
outcome. Despite the increase to estimates, Macquarie suspects affiliates have potential to materially exceed
12

forecasts.
The company has typically benefited in the second half from performance fees from Palisade yet, given
the group owns some unlisted airport/port infrastructure, Morgans suspects there could be pressure on
several funds.
The broker expects a subdued second half in FY20 but remains positive about the long-term prospects.
Morgans, with an Add rating and $4.03 target, concludes the share price recovery may be slower for Pinnacle
compared with other market-leveraged stocks.
Medium-Long Term
Wilsons acknowledges the recent performance has been mixed and in the medium term expects growth to
come from international distribution while, in the longer term, this should come from non-equity asset classes.
The best performing asset class is equities although, wi th the MSCI outperforming, the broker points
out investors have continued to look offshore for more attractive options.
Macquarie has noted that the asset mix of Pinnacle means exposure to the MSCI World is around 25% compared
with around 40% for the S&P/ASX300. Pinnacle funds under management were $57bn as of May 2020 and retail
and institutional grew by 3.1% and 4.0%, respectively.
Wilsons, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database has an Overweight rating
and $5.00 target, noting its valuation reflects a premium of 119.2% compared with listed peers, on a 12-month
forward PE (price/earnings) basis.
Pinnacle has historically traded on a premium of 76.2% but, given 15% of funds under management are exposed
to equity growth strategies, it may provide more upside versus its peers, in the broker's view.
The company believes its model is superior as it allows funds to focus on performance and not be distracted by
administration, and Wilsons believes its strong performance and impressive growth is a clear sign the strategy
is working.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Pressure Building On ASX Earnings
Pressure on ASX earnings is likely to build throughout FY21, with derivatives providing the main area of
weakness.
-Decline in derivatives volume entirely driven by interest-rate futures
-Equities trading activity now starting to normalise
-Project expenditure likely to be elevated
By Eva Brocklehurst
Recent volatility has provided ASX Ltd ((ASX)) with substantial turnover in cash equities and capital raisings but
this is unlikely to continue and brokers suspects pressure on earnings will build throughout FY21.
Citi assesses there are many headwinds developing, although expects a solid second half in FY20, supported by
record levels of cash equities trading. However, derivatives trade is likely to slump further as the Reserve Bank
of Australia maintains yield curve control.

Admittedly, some of the negative impact will be delayed amid recognition of capital raisings income over the
medium term. Regardless, the record second half in cash equities trading is unlikely to be repeated.
Cash equity daily average turnover is up 45%, while capital raisings totalled $52.6bn in the second half. Still,
the derivative segment is a key area of weakness and futures volumes dropped -12% in the second half.
Derivatives
Derivative volume declines were entirely driven by interest rate futures, as the targeting of low interest rates
by the RBA for durations up to three years has meant reduced activity in the three-year futures market.
Credit Suisse believes the majority of the decline in interest rate volumes will come from principal traders
rather than house clients, as house clients need to continue hedging their interest-rate risk.
14

So, as principal trader volumes are reduced, the level of discounting is likely to wind back and cushion the
revenue impact. Revenue will also be supported by a change in the mix, as a result of declines in lower fee
interest rate futures and increases in a higher fee electricity futures.
Commodity futures were the one bright spark, albeit these contribute less than 1% of total futures volumes.
Commodity futures were up 65% in the second half and carry gross average fees of more than 15x gross fees on
interest-rate products.
Interest Income
Macquarie expects interest income to decline throughout FY21 because of lower client charges for futures,
lower investment spreads and cash rates. Interest margin income accounted for 13% of first half net profit.
Looking into the second half, the broker envisages the spread between the BBSW (bank bill swap rate) and cash
rate will narrow significantly, noting since early April it has actually been negative.
Hence, earnings pressure is expected to extend across the second half of FY20 and FY21. Moreover, strong
equities trading activity is now starting to normalise. UBS, too, considers it unlikely ASX will deliver a positive
surprise over the next year.
Overvalued?
Given delays to the CHESS replacement platform, now intended for April 2022, project expenditure may be
elevated and while ASX offers a defensive dividend yield of 2.6%, UBS finds the 12-month price/earnings ratio
of 33.7x at odds with a more modest medium-term growth outlook, downgrading to Sell from Neutral.
This now takes the total to seven Sell ratings on FNArena's database and the consensus target is $72.20, which
suggests -16.8% in downside to the last share price.
Annual listing fees account for 11% of ASX revenue and, Macquarie points out, for the first time in eight years
ASX has decided not to raise its annual listing fee price. The broker agrees the stock is overvalued, trading at
around 48% above the five-year average.
Capital markets are also not as strong as they seem at first glance. Secondary capital raisings in the second
half were supported by a strengthening of corporate balance sheets but beyond the merger of TPG Telecom
((TPM)) and Vodafone, activity in IPOs (initial public offerings) was weak because of heightened levels of
uncertainty.
However, as Citi highlights, with accounting standards requiring revenue to be smoothed over several years,
the impact on the balance sheet over the short term is likely to be muted.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
((TPM)) TPG TELECOM LIMITED has changed its code to ((TPG)).
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Afterpay Has Expansion Well In Sight
Afterpay's expansion is going from strength to strength and the company has undertaken several risk
management strategies to shore up its balance sheet.
-Market dynamics are underpinning BNPL business
-Capital raising considered positive amid strong operating trends
-But is the stock overpriced?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Afterpay ((APT)) appears to be taking full advantage of both the short-term disruptions to retailing and the
longer-term outlook for e-commerce. The company has undertaken several risk management strategies to
shore up its balance sheet, given the economic impact of the pandemic and related restrictions on movement.
Morgan Stanley was impressed with the quarterly update, and the fact the company is raising capital to
accelerate global growth, although acknowledges some of the good news is already priced in. June quarter
sales growth was 127% compared with 97% in the March quarter and beat Morgan Stanley's estimates by 27%.
Market dynamics are underpinning the business, Macquarie asserts, as online channels are increasingly being
used and the business seems well-positioned to meaningfully exceed the FY22 underlying sales target of $20bn.

Yet the broker downgrades to Neutral after the recent run up in the share price. Loss rates appear to have
declined in each market because of strong repayment behaviour. Unusual features such as the pandemic and
government support initiatives have affected the second half so the underlying trend is not completely
clear, the broker acknowledges.
Macquarie expects subscriber growth and merchant numbers as well as the launch of in-store offerings in the
US will be key catalysts going forward. So far, execution has been successful in the US and UK and this bodes
well for the longer term.
Canada
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Afterpay has confirmed plans to expand into Canada in the current quarter and additional markets late in 2020
or early 2021. Macquarie suspects a number of retail partners are already secured through existing
arrangements in the US.
Wilsons incorporates assumptions around Canada into its modelling and notes plenty of growth opportunities,
amid market share gains in the US and UK and the impending rolling out of Afterpay in US stores.
Germany is considered the next likely candidate with only Klarna a major competitive threat. Beyond Canada,
Bell Potter also considers the EU the next stop for expansion, or maybe Southeast Asia.
Capital Raising
The company has undertaken a $800m capital raising to de-risk its operating model, consisting of a $650m
institutional placement and a $150m share purchase plan. The sell-down by the co-founders, comprising 1.5%
of shares outstanding, may have negative connotations but Morgans points out the parcel is only 10% of
respective holdings and both retain sizeable positions.
The $250m sell-down is not a surprise to UBS, given the extreme valuation, while the capital raising de-risks
the operating model. The broker assesses Afterpay could fund its entire FY22 sales assumptions via equity now.
This assumes 70% of receivables would be funded via additional debt.
While the capital raising is positive and the operating trends are strong, UBS finds its fundamental valuation is
unchanged and maintains a Sell rating. The company has declined to disclose the size of its loan book and the
broker estimates receivables could have been $850m as of June 30. Based on sell-side consensus forecasts, UBS
continues to assert the market is under-appreciating the capital intensity of the business.
Macquarie notes the company reduced credit limits for customers and introduced shorter repayment cycles in
Australia during the earlier lockdown period. Some of these measures have since been withdrawn and in some
cases expenditure limits are now actually above pre-pandemic levels.
At some stage, the broker suspects the six-week repayments in Australia could shift back to eight weeks for
certain customers, and this may encourage cooperative behaviour which would be beneficial to the company's
model.
Wilsons assesses, while the number of competitors has increased in the BNPL (Buy Now Pay Later) space,
undercutting and a reduction in fees from major enterprises is unlikely until the peak in market maturity. The
broker extends its discounted cash flow to a 15-year horizon to compensate for sustained rates of strong
growth.
The capital raising makes sense to Bell Potter, as the company pursues its market opportunity and de-risks the
business. The broker reduces the pandemic-related risk discount, given the bad debt profile is largely within
expectations and the capital raising has lowered the risk to the balance sheet.
Morgans found the update difficult to fault, noting sales comfortably beat consensus estimates and both
customer and merchant numbers grew. Still, while momentum is impressive, the valuation is fair and the
broker maintains a Hold rating.
Wilsons, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a $60.49 target and
a Market Weight rating while Bell Potter, also not one of the seven, retains a Buy rating and $81.25 target. The
database has one Buy rating (Ord Minnett, yet to comment on the update), four Hold and one Sell (UBS). The
consensus target is $55.09, signalling -16.5% downside to the last share price. The range of targets is
significant, from $27 (UBS) to $70 (Macquarie).
See also, Real Test Of Afterpay Model Is Yet To Come on April 15, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Financial Platforms Eyeing Costs,
Consolidation
Specialist financial platforms are expected to cut down on costs in FY21, with increasing cash balances
expected to offset the hit to margins from rate cuts
-Investment is the highest growing segment of the financial platform industry
-The notable shift towards specialist platforms continues
-Consolidation may become a prominent theme in future
By Angelique Thakur
Decline in funds under administration in the March quarter
Up to March 31, 2020, the Australian financial platform market had about $777bn of funds under
administration (FUA), down -12.6% on a quarterly basis and -7.1% over the year. The decline was driven by
negative market movements rather than net outflows, highlights Credit Suisse.
Flows into the industry amounted to about $1.6bn in the March quarter and were skewed towards the small
specialist platforms, while inflows over the year to March 2020 stand at about $3bn.
Netwealth Group ((NWL)) and Hub24 ((HUB)) enjoyed the most inflows, managing to capture share from the
major institutional platforms which generally saw outflows.
However, Credit Suisse expects these inflows to be short-lived, with the June quarter expected to see outflows
on account of superannuation withdrawals and lower contributions.
Another way to look at the industry is via its segments. Out of the four segments – investment, personal super,
corporate super and pension – the investment segment has grown the fastest. This growth is attributable to
strong inflows, a stark difference from other segments which have been witnessing outflows over the last year.
However, while the investment segment attracted the highest level of inflows, it has also experienced the
largest negative market movements, notes Credit Suisse, which reflects a higher allocation to equities/risk
assets.
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Shift to Specialist platforms:
Market share for specialist platforms including Netwealth Group, Hub24, OneVue Holdings ((OVH)), Praemium
((PPS)), Xplore Wealth ((XPL)) and PowerWrap ((PWL)) has increased to 9.8% in March 2020 from 1.2% in March
2014.
Institutional platforms which include AMP ((AMP)), Macquarie Group ((MQG)), IOOF Holdings ((IFL)) and major
banks saw market share eroding to 82.1% from 90.4% over the same period. Credit Suisse expects this trend to
continue with specialist platforms capturing inflows way above their market share of FUA.
Towards Consolidation
The platform industry could be heading towards consolidation, suggests Credit Suisse.
Private equity firm KKR recently announced the acquisition of a 55% stake in Colonial First State from the
Commonwealth Bank for $1.7bn. The firm is also a potential bidder for MLC Wealth owned by National
Australia Bank ((NAB)). In June, technology company Iress ((IRE)) announced it would acquire specialist
platform operator OneVue Holdings.
Bell Potter highlights this development may have some implications for Netwealth given it uses Iress’s
technology for its investment platform. More clarity on this is expected at the quarterly/FY20 results briefing.
Credit Suisse expects a tie-up between Colonial First State and MLC Wealth. The broker considers the industry
has come a long way since the MLC/AXA merger was blocked a decade ago on competitive grounds, and if the
merger were to take place, it will likely proceed given the emergence of more competitive platforms.
Citi considers industry consolidation may reduce the competitive intensity for Netwealth and Hub24, impacting
them in a positive way.
June quarter and FY20 results forecasts:
The June quarter will see increasing restrictions and uncertainty due to covid-19, anticipates Citi, expecting
both companies to report weak fourth-quarter flows and the impact to linger well into the first half of FY21.
Net flows for Netwealth are predicted to be down -60% (quarter on quarter) at $1.2bn while for Hub24,
fourth-quarter flows are forecasted at $0.9bn, down -4%. This can be explained by advisors focusing more on
existing customers with less new business coming in along with slowing transition activity.
Morgans is more optimistic and expects Netwealth’s fourth-quarter inflows to be around $2.2bn while
expecting around $1.05bn for Hub24. Increased trading activity in the fourth quarter will offset the material
hit to Hub24’s cash margins, predicts Morgans.
On account of the ASX200 gaining more than 16% over the June quarter, Bell Potter has upgraded Netwealth’s
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FY20 forecasts towards the top end of the company's guidance with FY20 revenue now estimated to be $119.7m
along with net-flows forecasted at $8.6bn in FUA. Morgans considers the company’s guidance to be
conservative and expects more.
For Praemium, Bell Potter expects a rather mixed fourth quarter with slowdown in net outflows from its ANZ
Private Bank relationship, and with the international business experiencing decreasing momentum. The
company is still expected to benefit from market gains, with Bell Potter increasing earnings estimates for
FY20-22.
Lower margins predicted in FY21
Credit Suisse has upgraded earnings forecasts for both Hub24 and Netwealth for FY20-22, expecting higher net
flows in the first half of FY21. Citi, on the other hand, expects FY21 earnings growth for both platforms to be
impacted by a slowdown in platform switching and reduction in cash margins.
Keeping in mind the macroeconomic uncertainty, Citi feels both Netwealth and Hub24 may adopt a more
conservative outlook on costs in FY21, although the broker expects both will continue to invest in strategic
projects and technology.
Then there are also the rate cuts form the RBA which Morgans expects will lower earnings margins. The broker
anticipates the full impact of the RBA’s rate cut will be felt in FY21 by both Netwealth and Hub24.
Citi goes one step further and expects the margins to continue declining in FY22, predicting an overall decline
in Netwealth’s revenue margin to 36bps while Hub24's is forecasted to decline to 38bps in FY22.
The saving grace may be higher cash levels, points out Morgans. Cash levels have been increasing for both
platforms since December 2019 and if sustained they would more than offset the impact of the rate cut. In
fact, an increase in cash levels for Netwealth to 8.5% from 7% will neutralise any impact of the lower cash
margins, calculates Morgans.
For Praemium, Bell Potter expects FY21 to bring greater operating leverage, led by a broader product offering
and sales momentum.
Netwealth has been downgraded to Underperform by Credit Suisse on account of its outperformance over the
last quarter, while Citi maintains its Buy rating but prefers Hub24 over Netwealth. Morgans rates Netwealth as
Hold, considering it to be fully valued. Bell Potter, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the
FNArena database, continues to rate Netwealth as Hold.
Targets range from $8.20 (Morgans) to $9.10 (Bell Potter). The latter is not included in FNArena's consensus
target of $7.78.
Credit Suisse has also downgraded Hub24 to Neutral from Outperform while Citi still prefers the stock. Both
Credit Suisse and Citi consider Hub24 to be the better investment option because of a cheaper valuation.
Morgans rates Hub24 as Add expecting flows to drive growth in the short term. Targets range from $10.99 (Citi)
to $12.00 (Credit Suisse), with FNArena's consensus target currently at $11.77.
Credit Suisse has Outperform ratings on AMP ((AMP)) and IOOF Holdings ((IFL)) due to integration projects
which present upside to later year forecasts.
News just in: A joint ASX announcement reports Praemium has entered into an agreement with wealth
manager Powerwrap ((PWL)) which will see Praemium fully but conditionally take over Powerwarp in a
cash/scrip offering. Powerwrap's board has recommended the offer to shareholders.
The indicative price for Powerwrap shares, which last closed at 17.5c, is 26.44c, but fluid given the scrip swap
element.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Iron Ore: Easing Constraints, Moderating
Demand
Increasing downside risks to iron ore prices; headwinds in the form of easing supply-side constraints and
moderating demand in China.
-Iron ore prices to come under pressure with increasing Vale shipments
-China’s steel output likely to ease during July-August
-Premiums on iron ore pellets at record-lows
By Angelique Thakur
All’s Vale (and may not end so well)
The iron ore price is currently hovering around US$100/t but Morgan Stanley highlights some bearish factors
looming on the horizon, which compel the broker to forecast lower prices in the near future.
Vale's iron ore shipments, increasing even in the middle of the pandemic, is one such factor although Morgan
Stanley remains unsure whether Brazil’s supply issues are over.
Morgan Stanley considers Vale shipments as the key swing factor in deciding where the iron ore prices will
settle, noting little supply upside from anywhere else. Vale in turn depends on performance in the Northern
System, which has been ramping up recently.
Vale’s shipping rate, when annualised, increases to 315mtpa, a material increment from 200mtpa in May,
highlights the broker.
Vale is expected to produce 300mt in 2020 which translates to a 40% increase in ore shipped in the second-half
over the first-half. However, to achieve this figure, the miner will need to increase its shipping rate to 70mtpa
by December versus June.
Considering the uncertainty surrounding supply from Brazil, Morgan Stanley forecasts iron ore to be at US$95/t
during the third quarter of FY20, about 14% above the consensus forecast.
The fourth quarter has been pegged at US$80/t, in line with consensus.
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Brace for impact
Another factor impacting the iron ore price is the moderation of steel output in China, anticipated somewhere
during July-August.
China’s demand for steel seems to be weakening due to seasonal factors, with the 3-month decline in China’s
finished stocks coming to a halt.
This, along with rising shipments from Brazil, will lead to the replenishment of China’s depleting iron ore port
inventories. Declining levels of port inventories have been one of the key drivers of the iron ore price surge,
points out Morgan Stanley.
Come mid-August, Morgan Stanley expects arrivals from Brazil to be almost 3mt/week higher than they were
over the last four weeks.
This, coupled with a moderating demand trajectory, implies port inventories will be back at their average
levels as early as in the first half of September, and with prices back in the low US$80s/t by then.
Flattening the curve (not the one you're thinking of, though)
If the increasing Vale shipments and the anticipated hit to Chinese steel output weren’t enough, we also have
progress on Simandou mine’s blocks 1 and 2.
A report by JPMorgan notes the Simandou mine, based in Guinea and taken over by the Chinese backed
SMB-Winning consortium in late-2019, has targeted initial production at 60mtpa, ramping up in 2026.
Simandou blocks 3 and 4 are owned jointly by Rio Tinto ((RIO)) and China's Chinalco. If reports by the Chinese
media group Caixin are anything to go by, Rio Tinto may have a new partner with Chinalco having sold its stake
to steel producer Baowu.
JPMorgan reckons this consortium may wish to join forces with SMB-Winning so as to dilute the capital
intensity, with blocks 3 and 4 potentially ending up with a circa US$150/t capital intensity.
This, however, may not please Rio Tinto with its value over volume strategy. The miner may decide to
relinquish control of its stake, or may decide to plod ahead anyway so as to retain some control.
JPMorgan suspects Chinese intentions may be to lower iron ore prices in the future with savings coming at as
much as US$14bn from a reduction of -US$10/t in the iron ore price.
There could be an additional 110mtpa from blocks 1-4 by 2030, predicts the broker, translating to 10% of
Chinese imports, with more scope for expansion once the rail line is built.
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Chinese imports, with more scope for expansion once the rail line is built.
This may represent a major threat to long term iron ore prices and could lead to a flatter long-term cost curve.
JPMorgan has not changed its US$60/t long term iron ore price. The broker wants to see where the Chinese
steel production will eventually peak (as it is expected to do so by 2030) and if Simandou is needed to support
steel demand.
Can’t dodge this pellet
Iron ore pellets are small balls of iron used to produce steel. Iron ore powder, generated during ore extraction,
is a key ingredient of pellets.
Blast furnaces, while producing steel, can work only if the air inside can circulate freely and this is possible
only if the shape of the iron ore is big enough to have spaces between them (difficult for fine iron) for the air
to pass.
It is for this reason pellet prices tend to trade at a premium over iron ore fines. The seaborne pellet market
has two types of products: blast furnace (BF) pellets used for producing steel and direct reduction (DR pellets)
used for producing direct reduction iron.
Macquarie notes the premiums for both – BF-grade pellet and DRI pellet – are at their lowest in ten years.
65% Fe BF-grade pellet premium is at US$20/t for the third quarter, down from more than US$25/t while DRI
pellet premium is at US$27/t, down from US$33/t.
According to the analysts, this loss in premium signals weak demand, hit by covid-19, among key importers
including Europe and East Asia. Supply has been diverted to China but at a discount with inventories there
surging to record new levels.
Macquarie expects only a limited downside from this point as the price is already below the average pelletising
operating costs of Brazil, whose average pelletising cost was around US$25/t in 2019.
Any more falls in the premium would dent even the most cost-effective plants and prompt them to sell more
into high-grade sinter fines market instead.
2020 will be tough for pellet producers, anticipates Macquarie, on the back of low margins, high inventories
and idled steel capacity in Europe.
On the bright side, long term fundamentals remain intact with pellet charge in China’s blast furnace continuing
to rise, driven by a shift to larger, more productive furnaces.
Also, the shift to de-carbonise steel making in markets like Europe and Japan may also boost pellet demand as
using pellets in blast furnaces reduces carbon emissions.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Material Matters: Gold, Thermal And Met Coal
Downside risks for Aussie gold producers in FY21 on account of higher costs; no takers for thermal and met
coal; Iron ore demand to see a material boost from rising steel output in China
-Preview of production and risks for Aussie gold producers
-The worst is not yet over for thermal coal
-No buyers for spot metallurgical coal in the third quarter
-Increase in Chinese demand for iron ore
By Angelique Thakur
Gold: Expectations and risks
JP Morgan is bullish on gold and gold equities and expects some gold companies to begin pre-releasing
quarterly production this week.The broker's focus is on cost creep and grade decline and is not too worried
about the results.
While the gold stocks have had a great run so far, JP Morgan believes FY21 is about predicting accurately how
much of the volume upside has already been factored in by the markets. Some other risks include
underestimation of costs and capital expenditure.
Similar to the June quarter production numbers, consensus earnings for June year-end companies are also in a
fairly tight range.
JP Morgan prefers large caps like Newcrest Mining ((NCM)) while noting production and guidance risks for the
company's Lihir mine (Papua New Guinea).
In small-caps, JP Morgan likes Gold Road Resources ((GOR)) and St Barbara ((SBM)) for value and catalysts in
the coming 12 months.
For UBS, the June quarter production has been a dampener of sorts, guiding to a financial year expected to be
below market on production and/or costs.
UBS believes the high Australian gold price may encourage gold miners to mill lower grade ore which may
extend mine-life but reduce production while increasing costs. Northern Star ((NST)) may choose to do this in
at its Kalgoorlie operations.
Evolution Mining ((EVN)) is expected to report production of 210koz, which translates to an upside of 27% with
AISC of $1,094/oz.
UBS expects the company to provide guidance in its quarterly result but forecasts FY21 production of 723koz,
materially lower than consensus estimates of 796koz.
FY21 brings downside risks for gold producers on account of production and higher costs, comment UBS
analysts.
Saracen Mineral Holdings ((SAR)) is considered to have the lowest risk of lower production or higher costs due
to large stockpiles at its mines. UBS expects Saracen Mineral Holdings to produce 662koz at AISC of $1,315 in
FY21.
IGO ((IGO)) is likely to beat expectations due to higher grades.
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Thermal Coal: In the doldrums
The first half has been tough for the thermal coal market with the worst yet to come as China's appetite for
coal dries up, comments Credit Suisse.
After enjoying a period of strong thermal coal import demand from January to May (up 20% year on year),
China's imports are slowing and Morgan Stanley expects imports to decline -5% in 2020.
The decline from India is even bigger, driven by a higher supply of domestic coal as compared to demand at
present. Morgan Stanley expects demand prospects in India to improve post-monsoon in September.
European coal imports also continue to decline this year and have reduced by -50% between January and April.
Seaborne thermal coal prices remain subdued with Morgan Stanley estimating about 30% of the seaborne supply
to be cash negative.
Exporter countries have woken up to the fact that supply seems to be running way (way, way) ahead of
demand while supply cuts occurring aren't enough so far to rebalance the market.
Leading exporter Indonesia has cut down its production the most at -9% in the first half of FY20 and the week
ending July 5th saw more miners being urged to reduce output.
Australia, even as it stands in a favourable position in terms of the cost curve, saw exports declining by -7%
over January to May (year on year) although coal exports have picked up since mid-June.
Morgan Stanley predicts total seaborne supply to shrink by -70mt or -6% in 2020.
On a more positive note, with coal imports up 60% year on year between January-May, Vietnam saves the day
(or rather, months) with over 3GW of coal-fired capacity being commissioned this year.
Near term prospects for Japan and South Korea are also looking better, highlights Morgan Stanley, with limited
nuclear availability and recovering power generation providing support to coal demand.
With crude oil prices rising and LNG prices oil-linked, Morgan Stanley notes a lesser risk of a switch from coal
to LNG by Japan and South Korea.
Credit Suisse expects a modest price recovery in thermal coal in 2021, with global electricity demand expected
to recover from the impact of covid-19.
LNG may remain oversupplied into 2022 with low prices expected to continue. Credit Suisse raises estimated
prices for thermal coal to US$75/t in 2023 but mostly on the logic of low prices not being sustainable rather
than optimism about demand.
The current price levels will lead to more supply cuts, Morgan Stanley agrees, leading to modest price
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recovery in the second half. A thermal coal price of US$50/t fob Newcastle is not sustainable in the medium
term, opines Morgan Stanley.
With crude oil prices rising and producer currencies strengthening against the greenback, Morgan Stanley
believes it signals the end of cost benefits that came with the lower price.
Morgan Stanley forecasts a price of US$57/t in the second half with the key risk to this outlook being a lack of
discipline by producers, who would look to expand production as soon as the price picks up.
Metallurgical coal: It is always darkest before the dawn
Metallurgical (met) coal prices are well below incentive prices and even cash costs in some cases, points out
Credit Suisse.
With China the only country really interested in met coal right now, it did not come as a surprise to see prices
declining in the second quarter.
The analysts expect things to go from bad to worse this year, especially in the third quarter. Credit Suisse
expects Chinese demand to fall on account of exhausted import quotas.
In fact, there may be no buyers of spot coking coal in the third quarter. Japan has idled blast furnaces and
does not seem ready to start due to poor demand conditions, while India probably won't be needing any more
coking coal until late-August on account of seasonal factors.
Europe also seems to be facing slow demand for autos and a slow restart of steel mills after its industrial
lockdown.
Credit Suisse forecasts global steel demand to recover post the pandemic led lockdowns. Thus, it believes the
current weak demand is temporary with recovery expected from the fourth quarter. Prices are expected to
move higher in 2022-23.
Coronado Global Resources ((CRN)) is expected to suffer but Credit Suisse retains its Outperform rating,
expecting a price recovery to US$140/t in the first half of FY21.
New Hope Corp's ((NHC)) Newcastle-originated price is not expected to touch US$60/t until 2022 with
negative earnings per share predicted in FY21. The broker retains its Neutral rating.
Earnings estimates for FY21-22 also fall for South32 ((S32)) although Credit Suisse retains its Outperform rating.
Credit Suisse expects margins to remain under pressure for Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)) and lowers its target
price to $2.25 from $3.10 while maintaining its Outperform rating.
Iron ore: Material increase in demand expected
China has turned (yet again) to infrastructure stimulus in a bid to bring its economy back to life. This provides
substantial upside to steel demand, notes Credit Suisse.
The broker highlights global steel production is still dominated by China with an estimated 56% of the world's
steel to be produced there this year. As a result, China is also expected to consume almost 75% of all seaborne
iron ore trade this year.
Credit Suisse has increased its 2020-21 iron ore price forecasts and expects supply to overtake demand in the
third quarter, allowing prices to ease below US$100/t.
However, it expects prices to remain elevated for the most part.
China's imported iron ore demand, expected to increase by 41mt, will almost fully offset the iron ore demand
reduction from other importing nations including the EU.
A deficit of -6m is predicted for iron ore this year by Credit Suisse from the surplus of 14mt predicted in April.
Food for thought
The recent outperformance of commodities has mostly been on the back of supply issues induced by covid-19,
comments Shaw and Partners. Looking at the iron ore prices over the last 18 months, one can see how supply
constraints can be supportive of commodity prices.
However, Shaw and Partners reminds investors that supply disruptions, while leading to a favourable price
response, cannot be permanent.
Instead, the broker considers supply constraints driven by economics to be more important. These constraints
are more definitive and enduring.
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are more definitive and enduring.
Such supply issues often lead the companies to curtail capacities in a bid to reduce costs. Thermal coal is an
apt example here.
With 2020 demand projection for seaborne thermal coal suggesting a decline of about -9%, the lower prices are
pinching suppliers. This has led Indonesia to announce it would be curtailing 2020 supplies by -10-15%.
Another example is trimmed alumina capacity in China.
Shaw and Partners believes now would be a good time to fade the iron ore rally and instead focus on gold
equities and other commodities. The broker also considers coal and alumina as options after recent decisions
on limiting supply.
For coal, Shaw and Partners prefers Whitehaven Coal and New Hope Corp while suggesting Alumina Ltd
((AWC)) and South32 for alumina.
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Life After Covid, Part III
With stocks markets now pricing in a V-bounce economic recovery, while the global case-count rises unabated,
what are the prospects for stock markets being right? And what further considerations of a life after covid
have since developed?
-Markets pricing a V
-Further changes to expect
-Green and digital
-Slowbalisation and a multi-polar world
By Greg Peel
When FNArena published Life After Covid Parts I and II (links below), major stock markets had bounced about
half way back from their “covid crash” bottoms, as forward-looking investors hunted bargains and made the
assumption the economic shock would be sharp but short.
We might call it phase one of the market recovery, as investors continued to avoid clear virus losers such as
airlines, bricks & mortar retailers, banks and energy companies, but jumped into stocks deemed either little
affected or unaffected, and in particular, positively affected, such as the likes of Amazon and Zoom.
We have since experienced phase two, in which the aforementioned losers have also been snapped up as
economies across the globe began to reopen, sooner than most had expected, while winners have powered on
further. In the US, the S&P500 almost rallied back to square for the year until a more recent consolidation
period, while the Nasdaq has surged on to ever new all-time highs.
Phase one was not only considered by many to be “the greatest investment opportunity of a lifetime”, in a
belief stock prices had fallen too far, too fast, but also considered a bit of a no-brainer, given massive
monetary and fiscal support. That support has continued to provide a base for phase two, although the wary
are now looking ahead with trepidation to the expiry date of fiscal programs.
In the US, economies began to open faster than assumed largely due to worker protests in states in the south
and west that were little impacted by the virus as a health threat, but greatly impacted by the lockdowns as
an economic threat. Politicians bowed to the pressure. We now know the result.
It’s not a “second wave”, rather a continuation of the first wave, which began in the intensely populated
north-west and has now rolled further across the country as social distancing and other measures were largely
ignored.
In Australia, a far swifter and more coordinated response to the virus led to gradual re-openings – a risk taken
in full knowledge that a second wave risk was high, but that the country was now much better prepared to
contain it.
Victoria is yet to prove this to be so.
Part III of Life After Covid picks up where Parts I and II left off – with a stock market continuing to favour an
economic V-bounce even as the global case-count rises unabated and the end of emergency fiscal measures
looms.
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What Has Changed?
Shocks that change the economic system are generated by the economic system itself, notes Danske Bank, by
skewed incentives and institutions. The coronavirus was not a result of skewed economic or political incentives
but a true random shock. Yet rather than igniting regime change, the crisis has galvanised pre-existing trends.
Workers were already migrating to home offices and groceries were being ordered online, and sovereign debt
burdens were increasing as a matter of fact.
Real economic growth in developed countries was already slower than the 1950s and 60s due to a fall in labour
supply because of ageing demographics and low productivity growth. Interest rates were already at historical
lows and have now fallen lower still, and central banks will continue to stimulate lockdown-ravaged economies
and ease the pressure on the debt burden of expansionary fiscal policy unless, Danske suggests, inflation
becomes unhinged.
Danske does not believe inflation is set to ignite, despite massive stimulus and subsequent debt. One only
need look to Japan in the 1990s and the US and Europe post-GFC to note negative interest rates and QE have
had little or no impact on inflation.
Thus in the medium to long term, developed economies will continue to exhibit low inflation, low interest
rates and low to moderate economic growth rates. The virus is unlikely to affect long term economic
fundamentals and it has little effect on demographic and technological trends.
The bottom line is the virus leaves investors in the same predicament as prior to the crisis, or even more
difficult than before, by compressing both equity and fixed income returns further, Danske Bank suggests.
Valuation levels are at historic highs given the rapid recovery in risk asset prices and damage that will be
apparent to June and September quarter earnings (elevated PEs).
Yet meaningful portfolio returns will be more dependent on taking equity risk.
What Will Change?
Morgan Stanley has offered up four near-future scenarios.
Scenario 1 is labelled “robust recovery”. It is the best-case scenario in which a vaccine arrives well before the
March quarter 2021 and a reduction in risk aversion among consumers and businesses allows life to return to
normal sooner than anticipated. In this case, post-covid will look little different to pre-covid.
Scenario 2 is labelled “back to normal”. A vaccine arrives in the March quarter and a second wave outbreak in
the September quarter 2020 will pass with relative ease. Consumer and business risk aversion declines.
Businesses remain fully open, consumer activity recovers quickly and social distancing measures are only lightly
enforced.
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Scenario 3 is labelled “a new normal” and is Morgan Stanley’s base case. A vaccine arrives in the March
quarter but the second wave in the September quarter prior is worse than scenario 2 and leads to selective
tightening up of activity once more. This leaves a more lasting imprint on risk aversion among consumers and
businesses. Businesses reopen but the consumer recovery is more gradual.
Scenario 4 is labelled “deep scars”. Recurring waves of infection cause severe medium term disruptions, with
no vaccine likely before two and a half years. There is a crisis of consumer confidence, permanent dislocations
in the labour market and permanent damage to the economy’s growth potential.
Morgan Stanley published this report on June 21 and interestingly it appears the base case is playing out in a
sense. It is not a “second wave” in the US but re-lockdowns and border restrictions have already begun. A true
second wave would require another outbreak in the north-east, and as for a vaccine, well, analysts can only
speculate without any level of confidence beyond hope.
Remember, a vaccine for SARS was never found.
But let’s stick with the broker’s base case, which while US-centric has implications for all developed world
economies with regard new or accelerated trends that have emerged as a result of the virus.
Work From Home
US employers have largely found the enforced shift to WFH to be a success, Morgan Stanley notes. This success
will likely mean a shift in worker locations well after the threat of covid is a memory.
The fallout of fewer workers in offices and fewer face-to-face meetings will be a lower “run rate” for
non-residential construction, hotel occupancy, business travel and the use of corporate dining halls. Fewer
commutes will mean lower public transport use, lower advertising revenues for radio aimed at commuters, and
fewer morning coffees.
There will be greater demand for housing outside of city centres if commuting is not a daily imperative,
impacting on construction and mortgage demand, as well as auto and parcel delivery service demand.
Internet advertising will only continue to gain share and the trend towards cloud-based computing and
high-speed internet to individual homes will accelerate. Morgan Stanley has been surprised by the rise in home
furnishing and home improvement spending despite the deepest recession in our lifetimes.
The same is true in Australia.
e-Commerce
Morgan Stanley does not believe consumers will all want to return to in-store shopping as soon as possible. The
“electronification of consumption” trend will only accelerate. This suggests new opportunities for the internet
giants to help out with digital platforms at the small business level.
The benefits will flow on to ride-sharing firms as partners in logistics and last-mile deliveries, industrial REITs
owning distribution warehouses, and payment firms.
The losers will be traditional retailers with extensive physical infrastructure, companies without the ability to
scale digital offerings and landlords exposed to retail footprint rationalisation.
e-Services
While the shift to online commerce has been a trend only accelerated by the virus, online services had been
slower to catch on with consumers before the virus. That has now changed. Areas like telehealth, online
gambling and gaming, wealth management and banking have all seen further moves towards a digital model.
The lessons learned from e-commerce suggests rewards of scale will likely drive further consolidation ahead,
Morgan Stanley believes, especially in areas like hospitals, medical services and wealth management.
Consumer technology, such as texting your heart rate monitor to your doctor, leaves a lot of room for cloud
giants like Apple, Amazon and Google to improve the model.
Once again, real state owners and the construction sector will be the losers.
Experience & Travel
Until consumers once again feel comfortable in attending public events and places with a lot of people,
pockets of the economy will need to adapt, Morgan Stanley suggests. Restaurants, for example, have been
quick to adopt more to-go and delivery services and those with better digital offerings are winning.
Again, online gaming is a winner here.
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Challenges will remain for those not adopting, including restaurants, which also impact on demand for
agriculture and farm equipment, non-digital gaming, accommodation, cruising, theatres and concert halls,
ticket sellers, conference organisers and, again, related landlords.
It’s difficult to predict just how travel will be affected, Morgan Stanley admits. Air travel is not dead, but may
be impaired for the foreseeable future. Business travel is likely to be lower for longer, which flows on to
hotels, restaurants, satellite-based wi-fi providers and construction of new capacity in those areas. Reduced
public transport demand could impact on government budgets while increasing auto demand.
Recreational vehicle demand should see a boost. Nomads will no longer be predominantly grey.
Technology
It is no stretch from the above to suggest more industries will become increasingly digital – a trend already
under way pre-virus. Software, internet and semi-conductor stocks benefit most from the increasing use of
cloud-based data and analytics.
The shift into the cloud conversely impacts on providers of in-office hardware, while printers will disappear at
an even faster rate than previously
Social Reallocations
“Broadly speaking,” says Morgan Stanley, “we expect that the covid-19 crisis will further catalyse an increased
focus on ESG and sustainability”.
Green and Digital
PIMCO picks up this argument.
Before the virus hit, Australia was already staring down a recession, as evidenced by ongoing RBA rate cuts.
Governments state and federal were already on an infrastructure push in order to boost employment, while at
the same time improving transport systems. Nothing much has changed as a result of the genuine recession
we’re now in, other than the focus is not purely on bricks & mortar, asphalt and rail.
China bounced itself out of the GFC by implementing unprecedented infrastructure spending, and spending
continues today with the Belt & Road project, which of course not only leads to jobs but world dominance. But
Beijing has said a recovery out of the virus recession will not be based on bricks & mortar, PIMCO notes.
The export powerhouse that is South Korea has designed a stimulus package focused on digitalisation and
de-globalisation, which is also protective of public health and the environment.
Against this backdrop, EVs, batteries and solar energy are seen as prime candidates to benefit from
government subsidies, at a time when technological advances have rendered green alternatives as more
economically palatable. Governments are likely to fund such subsidies by taxing pollution-heavy processes and
habits, at the same time moving further along the “green” path.
While it has not been lost on a plethora of industries as a result of the lockdowns that if you are not online
you’re on death row, governments have also been jolted into reality. This will lead to targeted efforts to
support an economy’s ability to compete in an increasingly digital world in building “new infrastructure”
around 5G, wi-fi, cloud services and data centres, artificial intelligence, big data and smart cities.
PIMCO notes that moving to a 5G network from 4G increases demand for semi-conductors by 200-300%.
Another virus wake-up call for industry were the flaws made apparent in reliance on offshore supply chains and
“just in time” inventories. Companies are now incentivised, both economically and politically, to bring
production back home.
The reason supply chains were “offshored” in the first place was to exploit lower wages and lower employer
obligations in other countries, thus “onshoring” will need to be met by reduced labour costs. Factory
automation was already well underway pre-virus, and post-virus this trend will be another to accelerate.
After covid, says PIMCO, it’s chips, not bricks, that matter.
Not All Rosy
It’s all well and good to anticipate shifts in the economic landscape post-virus with regard developed
economies (and here we can also include China, as it is by now foolish to still rope China in with emerging
markets), but not all economies have such capacity.
Despite the efforts of central banks and governments, unemployment will rise, and some of that increase will
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create permanent joblessness, Brandywine Global warns. This leads Brandywine to “wonder” whether or not
governments will come under pressure from citizens straining under lockdowns, who have lost jobs, and found
it increasingly difficult to feed their families.
The virus does not pre-ordain the onset of social unrest, the analysts suggest, but it can create a fertile
environment for unrest. Countries most at risk would be those with the weakest healthcare capacity and, in
the end, how governments address the crisis and the subsistence needs of its citizens will determine how
susceptible a country is to civil unrest and even changes in government.
One point here to note is that while the likes of Johns Hopkins maintain seemingly accurate global case-counts
and mortality rates, it is clear not every single case or death in the world has been, or even could be,
accurately counted. Even the UK initially only counted cases in hospital.
Apparently not a soul has coughed or died in North Korea, despite heavy trading activity via the Chinese
border. Leaders such as those of Brazil and Russia have continually sought to play down the virus, which leads
one to wonder whether all cases are being counted. Could India even count all its cases out of that many
people? The Middle East is another area in which one might have cause to question accuracy, and while it
makes sense more isolated areas of Africa would also be more isolated from a virus originating in China, do we
really know?
The strength of institutions in developed countries will allow for a peaceful resolution of lockdown dissents,
Brandywine suggests, but the same peaceful resolution of conflict in emerging markets may be different,
where the strength and stability of institutions and government responses to the crisis may prevent a
resolution of protests or civil disorder.
Health capacity aside, emerging market governments generally have not provided the same type of income
support to their citizens as have developed countries. Further economic deterioration, warns Brandywine,
could cause protests to boil over, despite government curfew efforts. The global economy is expected to
decline, and sharply. Economic deterioration will worsen unemployment rates and negatively affect incomes,
which disproportionately falls on the citizens that are least able to manage it: the poor and lowly paid.
The virus will only serve to worsen existing inequality in the world, Brandywine believes, but especially in
emerging markets. Widening inequality raises the risks of civil unrest, populist uprisings and political
instability, particularly in those countries facing scarce food supplies.
Regime change is certainly a possible outcome from this environment.
To V or not to V
When considering the shape of a recovery in terms of the alphabet and other characters, one must
acknowledge there are two recoveries under analysis here – the stock market and the economy. The former is
supposedly a predictor of the latter, such that a V-bounce in the stock market implies the assumption of a
V-bounce in the economy.
But only the assumption. The stock market may predict a sharp V, but the economy ultimately tracks out a
more gradual U, which could then cause the stock market to W before getting back on track.
So far stock markets have tracked a V, although not clearly symmetrical, leading commentators to suggest it’s
more of a “tick” or “check” as Americans would say. But it’s still a form of V, noting that the global bellwether
S&P500 has recovered to be only -6% below its all-time high in February (as at July 7), or to put it another
way, requires only a 7.5% rally to return to that high having been down -40% at its nadir.
A V-shaped recovery is taking on increasing credence by economists, Citi Research notes, and has already been
embraced by financial markets. Admittedly, recent economic data have suggested a V-shape, although this is
the “arithmetic consequence” of the policy of lockdown and open up, Citi warns. Data levels still remain
dramatically lower than pre-covid days.
Much has been made of a surprising bounce in US job numbers in the last two months, smashing all monthly
records. Hurray, said Wall Street. But the reality is the re-openings have only resulted in one third of lost US
jobs being reinstated, and re-closures have already begun in virus-stricken states.
In April, the US manufacturing PMI fell to 41.5 and in May ticked back up 43.1. Despite the tick up, May’s result
still implies ongoing significant contraction, just at a slightly slower pace. In June the PMI bounced up to 52.6 –
back into expansion. Hurray, said Wall Street, but the result only implies that having fallen that far, activity
has only just rebounded slightly from that low level.
Many factors point to a quarter to quarter V that does not have staying power, Citi suggests. Covid is not
vanquished, trade remains in contraction, business investment is collapsing, financial conditions may be
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supported by the Fed but are no means “loose”, and equity markets are disconnected from the real economy,
potentially contributing to uncertainty that will enhance financial turbulence.
These are all “bumps” along the way that may cause the recovery to veer off track or slow down, such that
the trajectory looks more U than V, Citi warns. Trade and business is a bellwether for employment and
consumption. Consumption is a bellwether for “normalcy”.
Clearly the virus has not been vanquished. We all watch the news.
It’s no surprise global trade has contracted as a result, but trade tensions are being exacerbated by national
security concerns ranging from technology to PPE and food. Trump is even talking about more tariffs at this
time. China is either unable or unwilling to fulfil its phase one trade agreement with the US, and has turned on
Australia. The US has bought up almost the entire global supply of remdesivir.
Firms are not expecting a V-shaped recovery in trade. Ongoing weakness in trade will show up in weaker
unemployment, Citi notes.
As the US entered 2020, business investment was expected to be flat, and we might suggest weaker in
Australia, with significant declines in machinery and equipment investment in favour of technology products. In
response to be virus, the pullback has been “fierce”, Citi notes, with projected investment in advanced
economies contracting some -20% in the June quarter and continued contraction expected through the second
half. Weak investment also impacts on employment, and on productivity growth.
Despite stock market exuberance, uncertainty measures are very high, Citi reports, including with regard
economic policy, financial conditions and the real economy – about as high as the GFC peak. Uncertainty
begets uncertainty, leading tighter financial conditions (capacity to borrow) and lower investment, as well as
lower business confidence, manufacturing PMIs, trade and real investment.
It’s a negative feedback loop. Were the stock market to correct as a result, uncertainty would increase and a
negative spiral would result, causing the recovery to veer off track.
Despite many countries reopening their economies sooner than had been first anticipated, none of Citi’s
economists across eleven countries has correspondingly brought forward expectations for when economies will
return to pre-virus levels. Indeed many have shifted back to later quarters in 2021, or 2022, or even 2023.
Much depends on the US and China, which together account for over half of global GDP growth. China’s swift
rebound from its March quarter shock had economists assuming a return to pre-virus levels by the December
quarter, while for the US expectations were for the June quarter 2021. China has managed, apparently, to
quash a second wave scare, but in the US…
Were either of these economies to veer off the V-bounce track, warns Citi, global growth prospects would be
significantly altered.
Then there’s the matter of a vaccine. Financial markets are acting as if a vaccine will be swiftly found. The
private sector is not, as evidenced by weak business investment and consumption. Governments have taken
fiscal action but this is not “stimulative”, notes Citi, merely supportive. A V-bounce in the economy assumes
robust private sector activity. If there are bumps in the road, additional fiscal measures may be needed.
Note that the US fiscal support package expires at the end of this month, and in September for Australia.
Congress is already preparing a further US$1trn package, but the White House has insisted it is capped at that
level, suggesting little appetite for keeping the pumps open for longer.
The Australian government was grappling with just how to proceed after the September expiry before the
Melbourne second wave flared up.
Citi had upgraded to a smaller contraction than previously forecast in Australia’s GDP, thanks to the swift
moves to contain the virus and pump in the monetary and fiscal support, but the analysts published before the
Melbourne flare-up became serious. Either way, Citi had expected an “air pocket” in the recovery in the
December quarter, after the September fiscal support expiry.
The “bumpy road” concept is not Citi’s alone.
Critical to Wall Street’s V-rebound has been “whatever it takes” monetary support from the Fed, alongside
fiscal measures. Not only does guaranteed liquidity underpin equity market sentiment, it reinforces the TINA
trade that was already apparent pre-virus, given interest rates were already historically low. With little return
available in fixed income, there is no alternative but to invest in equities.
This reality has only been reinforced by covid. As Amundi Asset Management puts it:
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“In the “day after” scenario, the expectation of low bond yields and massive central bank buying also works in
favour of a relative preference for equities vs. bonds as dividend yields outstrip bond yields. It’s true that
earnings growth expectations are still too high, but if we think the worst is over, that there’s no juice in
bonds and liquidity abounds, we have no choice other than to look at equities to try to grasp opportunities in
areas that haven’t fully recovered their pre-crisis valuations.”
However, warns Amundi, the road along the recovery path could be bumpy.
In terms of equity yields versus bond yields, RBC Capital Markets points out that the virus has produced a spike
in US companies cutting their dividends. Even the big US banks have now had their dividends capped by the
Fed, and in some cases cuts must follow. Australia has seen a similar pattern.
In both markets, earnings expectations for FY20/2020 have begun to be upgraded by analysts from the low
levels assumed when lockdowns were enforced. Not back to previous levels by any means, but not falling
further, yet.
Let’s face it. A vast number of companies simply withdrew earnings guidance for the June quarter and beyond,
and who could blame them? The virus was, and still is, a great unknown. Analysts themselves have admitted to
be really only guessing, and again, who can blame them for such a caveat?
Much talk has been of stock markets now being overvalued on a price/earnings basis (PE), specifically against
historical measures. Note that this opinion was held even before the virus. But if you’ve really little idea what
E will be, then PE is rather meaningless.
At the very least, suggests RBC, if there is to be a V-shaped economic recovery, it appears to be priced in
already.
US June quarter earnings season is about to begin, and presumably much will be revealed, at least about the
June quarter. Any changes to dividend policy will be disclosed. As to whether specific guidance will be
provided regarding quarters beyond is unclear at this stage, given the virus impact has far from subsided in the
US.
Australia has to wait until August for updated earnings numbers, notwithstanding the usual “confession
season” or profit warnings that typically precede. Presumably a lot more will be revealed than is currently
known, but as to reinstating guidance, or dividends that have been deferred, companies may have been more
confident a month ago, but the Melbourne situation casts a renewed uncertainty pall.
Amundi notes that so far, only those US companies most directly affected by the lockdown measures have gone
bankrupt. But the race against time between solvency and liquidity continues. If expectations of an end to the
pandemic are too optimistic, any slip-up could heat markets up again. The risk of policy mistakes can’t be
underestimated, says Amundi.
Moreover, geopolitics will increasingly take centre stage as the US election moves closer.
Slowbalisation
Which leads us back to the wider, post-covid world view.
Post-covid, the US and China will increasingly compete in multiple spheres, suggest Morgan Stanley, from
technology to security, health policy, financial markets and corporate governance. In between, the Rest of the
World will need to attempt a balancing act, vying for economic influence and economic opportunity. Morgan
Stanley singles out Europe, Brazil and India in particular, but we can also include Australia.
As the corporate sector adjusts, one key outcome is the rising importance of what Morgan Stanley calls
“Slowbalisation” – a slowdown or even partial reversal of globalisation in revenue mix, supply chains and
operational risk/reward as some industries shift towards localisation.
US-China tensions will of course endure. The trade war is by no means over, and now Washington’s
decertification of Hong Kong’s special status further draws barriers around certain types of commerce, Morgan
Stanley suggests. Europe (and Australia) is stuck between a “two-track” relationship, with both markets as key
customers and competitors.
Improved Sino-Russian relations, China’s Belt & Road, the launch of the Asian Infrastructure Development
Bank, and the New Development (formerly BRICs) Bank are a clear sign of a shift to a multi-polar world, setting
up competition for influence between China and the US.
The pandemic, notes Morgan Stanley, has triggered global debates about economic self-sufficiency versus
efficiency, beyond just that of healthcare. National policy responses are still emerging, but at the corporate
level companies are already looking to at least diversify their supply chains, more so than outright “onshoring”.
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The outlook for Life After Covid remains to a large extent unclear.
And much of the above hinges entirely on if, and thus when, a vaccine is found.
Life After Covid Part I (https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/06/02/life-after-covid-part-i/)
Life After Covid Part II (https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/06/10/life-after-covid-part-ii/)
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 03-07-20
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday June 29 to Friday July 3, 2020
Total Upgrades: 10
Total Downgrades: 21
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 49.53%; Hold 40.14%; Sell 10.32%
To gauge the mood among stockbroking analysts, look no further than last week’s upgrades and downgrades
for individual ASX-listed stocks.
For the week ending Friday, 3th July 2020, FNArena registered ten upgrades in ratings and 21 downgrades, of
which twelve moved to a fresh Sell.
Among those receiving fresh Sell ratings are gold miners, small cap mining stocks, plus Suncorp, BlueScope
Steel, and financial platform operator Netwealth.
All but two of the week’s upgrades moved to Buy.
Analysts have been rather busy updating forecasts and valuations/price targets, which has led to a busy-looking
set of tables for the week’s largest increases and decreases.
Enjoying the biggest increases to price targets for the week are Eclipx Group, Sigma Healthcare, and NextDC.
On the negative side, health food company in serious trouble Freedom Foods Group leads the table for
reductions to price targets, with yet more restructuring Suncorp a distant second.
19 of the 20 stocks ranked for changes to earnings estimates (10 up, 10 down) saw changes in double-digit
percentage, with Brickworks the sole exception with a -7.73% cut to forecasts.
Equally telling, only two of the seven stockbrokerages monitored daily is still carrying more Buy ratings than
Neutral/Hold; Citi and Morgans.
Total Buy ratings for those seven brokers remains stubbornly high at 49.53% of total ratings, versus 40.14% on
Neutral/Hold, and 10.31% in Sell ratings.
Upgrade
3P LEARNING LIMITED ((3PL)) Upgrade to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 1/0/0
3P Learning has secured a contract worth US$10m with a Middle Eastern National Ministry of Education to
provide Mathletics licenses and services for twelve months.
Morgan Stanley points out this will be a material addition to the company’s revenue and highlights the
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possibility of extending the tenure of the contract.
The broker reduces its estimates for FY20 on account of higher costs and lower sales growth. While earnings for
FY21 are lifted as a result of this contract, FY22 estimates are mostly left intact.
Morgan Stanley upgrades its rating to Overweight from Equal-weight with the target price increased to $1.10
from $0.86. Industry view: In-line.
EBOS GROUP LIMITED ((EBO)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 3/1/0
Citi believes Australian Pharmaceutical Industries is most likely to benefit from the new Community Pharmacy
Agreement (CPA).
The new agreement will be in place for five years and is effective from July 1.
Citi considers EBOS, with the largest exposure to the hospital market, is likely to be most negatively affected
relative to peers by the new floor-ceiling price.
Rating is upgraded to Buy from Neutral as the valuation is rolled forward. Target is raised to $24.50 from
$23.50.
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED ((IAG)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 4/3/0
General insurer share prices have underperformed, UBS observes, with average 2020 price declines of -30% in
the year to date.
The broker attributes this to de-risked investment exposures, lower running yields and an overhang of claims
risk.
Rating is upgraded to Buy from Neutral and the target is reduced to $6.45 from $6.55.
JUMBO INTERACTIVE LIMITED ((JIN)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/0/0
The extension of Jumbo Interactive's reseller deal with Tabcorp ((TAH)) through to 2030 is a case of short term
pain for long term gain, Morgans suggests.
It will cost Jumbo -$15m up front and a service fee that ramps up to 4.6% in 2024. It's costly, the broker admits,
but should provide the market with comfort over the relationship.
Strong ticket sales have otherwise led Jumbo to reiterate FY20 guidance. Morgans upgrades to Add from Hold.
Target rises to $11.58 from $9.62.
MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED ((MFG)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Credit Suisse
.B/H/S: 1/5/1
Credit Suisse upgrades FY20 estimates due to higher performance fees and investment income from
distributions. Retail flows are tracking better than the broker expected.
While valuation appeal is limited, Credit Suisse cannot find a negative catalyst on the horizon and upgrades to
Neutral from Underperform. Target is raised to $55 from $47.
There is potential upside from an announcement on a partnership with Blackwattle, which could be a step into
managing unlisted assets and add 10-15% to earnings over the next five years.
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED ((SIG)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 1/2/0
Citi believes Australian Pharmaceutical Industries is most likely to benefit from the new Community Pharmacy
Agreement (CPA).
The new agreement will be in place for five years and is effective from July 1.
Citi upgrades to Buy from Neutral. Target is raised to $0.75 from $0.70.
Sigma has some exposure to the hospital market but the impact of the distribution fee ceiling on the group
should be negligible.
TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED ((TAH)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by Citi .B/H/S: 2/4/0
Tabcorp has renegotiated its reseller agreement with Jumbo Interactive ((JIN)), effectively halving the
long-term net commission rate.
Citi assesses this is less risky than exiting the agreement altogether and reflects Tabcorp's market power.
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Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Sell and the target raised to $3.40 from $2.80.
TRANSURBAN GROUP ((TCL)) Upgrade to Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/3/2
Ord Minnett expects earnings should stabilise at around 20% ahead of pre-pandemic levels in FY23, and then
grow at a relatively strong 7-9% per annum.
The broker incorporates new assumptions for the three airport-exposed assets, Citylink, Airport Link and
Eastern Distributor.
Rating is upgraded to Accumulate from Hold and the target lifted to $16.00 from $15.25.
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED ((WHC)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 5/1/1
Citi is of the view that thermal coal prices are now so low for so long that a producer response will follow.
Productions cuts are on the cards, predict the analysts.
Citi analysts are anticipating a repeat of 2015 when aggressive reductions followed, with the price for thermal
coal subsequently rising.
Target price for Whitehaven Coal has been pared back to $1.75 from $1.80 but the anticipated scenario for the
sector overall has now triggered an upgrade to Buy from Neutral.
WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED ((WPL)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 5/2/0
Macquarie lowers oil price assumptions for the next 18 months and notes Woodside Petroleum shares are
underperforming sector peers.
The broker suggests there is increased upside risk for the stock as Woodside may be able to capture value by
acquiring the Chevron stake in North West Shelf.
The broker upgrades to Outperform from Neutral on valuation. Target is raised to $25.00 from $23.50.
Downgrade
AUSTRALIAN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES ((API)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 0/2/1
Citi believes Australian Pharmaceutical Industries is most likely to benefit from the new Community Pharmacy
Agreement (CPA).
The new agreement will be in place for five years and is effective from July 1.
The industry will receive additional funding of at least $92m, and most of it should flow through to earnings
(EBIT).
The impact of the new floor ceiling is likely to be of benefit to the company relative to peers.
At this stage the broker includes no benefits in estimates because of the number of variables involved.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy on valuation. Target is raised to $1.25 from $1.15.
ALACER GOLD CORP ((AQG)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/2/0
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is raised to $9.40 from $9.00.
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED ((BSL)) Downgrade to Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley
.B/H/S: 3/2/1
BlueScope Steel is considered to be a high-quality business with a strong balance sheet and good cash
generation. However, the broker suggests the company should follow an agile approach with challenging
conditions in the US.
The US steel industry utilisation, functioning at around 55%, is under pressure while steel spreads have
declined to their lowest levels since 2011. Even though North Star is expected to perform better than peers,
the broker expects a negative impact on volume.
The broker has reduced FY20-21 earnings estimates for North Star along with lower earnings forecasted in
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Australian steel products. This implies lower operating income for FY20 and FY21.
Morgan Stanley reduces its rating to Underweight from Equal-weight with the target price reducing to $10
from $13.50. Industry view: Cautious.
CAPRICORN METALS LIMITED ((CMM)) Downgrade to Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
0/0/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Outperform. Target is steady at $1.50.
DACIAN GOLD LIMITED ((DCN)) Downgrade to Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/0/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Outperform. Target is reduced to $0.43 from $0.45.
GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED ((GXY)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 0/4/2
Credit Suisse updates operating estimates for Mount Cattlin and factors in a weak environment for lithium
demand.
The broker forecasts a 2020 spodumene price of US$415/t. Liquidity should remain robust and a restructured
Mount Cattlin should reduce any strain on cash.
The broker downgrades to Neutral from Outperform and reduces the target to $0.84 from $1.50.
HUB24 LIMITED ((HUB)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/1/1
HUB24 has outperformed the market by 15-20% over the last three months, Credit Suisse observes.
The benefits from the rebound in equity markets are expected to be diluted by the tiered pricing structure and
the likely deployment of high investor cash balances.
The broker continues to expect significant inflow and market share gains but assesses the company still needs
to reduce platform fees.
A greater proportion of earnings are leveraged to cash which Credit Suisse expects will be deployed in the next
12 months.
Rating is, therefore, downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target is raised to $12.00 from $10.20.
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED ((NCM)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/3/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Target is steady at $28.
NETWEALTH GROUP LIMITED ((NWL)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S:
1/3/2
Credit Suisse observes Netwealth has outperformed the market by 15-20% over the last three months.
Looking into FY21 the broker envisages a flatter earnings profile and a declining revenue margin.
Consensus earnings estimates are assessed to be too high, with little valuation protection, and this increases
the risk of disappointment.
Hence, the broker downgrades to Underperform from Neutral. Target is raised to $8.30 from $7.50.
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PANORAMIC RESOURCES LIMITED ((PAN)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S:
0/0/1
Macquarie reduces medium-term nickel price forecasts. The broker prefers Western Areas ((WSA)) and Nickel
Mines ((NIC)) among nickel producers.
Panoramic Resources is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Target is reduced to 8c from 9c.
PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED ((PLS)) Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 1/0/3
Citi expects the spodumene market will remain the weakest link in the lithium supply chain because of
significant capacity additions in hard rock supply.
Moreover, there is a dependence on volume offtake by third-party converters and a relatively high cost
structure.
Rating is downgraded to Sell/High Risk from Neutral/High Risk as the valuation appears stretched. Target is
reduced to $0.22 from $0.24.
REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED ((RRL)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/2/2
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Target is reduced to $4.50 from $4.60.
RESOLUTE MINING LIMITED ((RSG)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/0/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Target is steady at $1.
SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED ((SAR)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie and
Downgrade to Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is raised to $5.40 from $5.00.
Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from Accumulate, assessing the stock has run out of returns.
The broker remains positive on gold, based on inflation expectations and falling real yields. Target is raised to
$5.40 from $4.90.
ST BARBARA LIMITED ((SBM)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/1/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Target is steady at $2.60.
THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED ((SGR)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit
Suisse .B/H/S: 3/3/1
Credit Suisse lowers FY21 estimates for earnings per share by -43% after the company guided to its casino
operating capacity.
The broker previously assumed a near full recovery in FY21 but now expects FY21 revenue will be around 70% of
FY19, given the ongoing coronavirus restrictions.
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FY19, given the ongoing coronavirus restrictions.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform. Target is reduced to $3.40 from $3.75.
SANTOS LIMITED ((STO)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 5/2/0
The Santos share price is up 10% since May. This leads Macquarie to downgrade to Neutral from Outperform.
The broker also expects a slower recovery in the oil price over 2021. Target is reduced to $5.50 from $6.05.
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED ((SUN)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans and Downgrade to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 2/3/2
Suncorp has announced a restructure to improve its business performance.
The company has been forced to balance pricing and cover levels during negotiations for reinsurance in FY21.
Morgans notes there is not as much P&L protection now and Suncorp will also have to hold higher general
insurance capital given greater risk exposure.
The broker downgrades to Hold from Add, envisaging better value elsewhere in the sector. Target is reduced
to $9.40 from $10.44.
Credit Suisse observes Suncorp has resisted, again, resetting financial targets so investors will be faced with
gradual earnings downgrades.
The broker expects the company will deliver a 6-7% return on equity in the outer years, well below the prior
target of at least 10%.
Suncorp has announced an organisational restructure but this lacks detail, and Credit Suisse assumes it is just
the start of larger changes.
Cash earnings estimates for FY21 are decreased by -6%.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral as the stock has outperformed peers recently. Target is
reduced to $8.75 from $9.65.
WEST AFRICAN RESOURCES LIMITED ((WAF)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie
.B/H/S: 0/0/1
Macquarie assesses a strengthening Australian dollar has taken the gloss off the gold sector, putting a brake on
earnings growth.
This is exacerbated by expectations for a disrupted June quarter and production growth in FY21 is likely to be
limited.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Underperform. Target is steady at $0.90.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes
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Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
3P LEARNING LIMITED
2
EBOS GROUP LIMITED
3
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
4
JUMBO INTERACTIVE LIMITED
5
MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED
6
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
7
TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
8
TRANSURBAN GROUP
9
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
10
WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED
Downgrade
11
ALACER GOLD CORP
12
AUSTRALIAN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES
13
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
14
CAPRICORN METALS LIMITED
15
DACIAN GOLD LIMITED
16
GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED
17
HUB24 LIMITED
18
NETWEALTH GROUP LIMITED
19
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
20
PANORAMIC RESOURCES LIMITED
21
PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
22
REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED
23
RESOLUTE MINING LIMITED
24
SANTOS LIMITED
25
SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
26
SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
27
ST BARBARA LIMITED
28
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
29
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
30
THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
31
WEST AFRICAN RESOURCES LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Morgan Stanley
Citi
UBS
Morgans
Credit Suisse
Citi
Citi
Ord Minnett
Citi
Macquarie

Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Sell

Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral

Macquarie
Citi
Morgan Stanley
Macquarie
Macquarie
Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Macquarie
Macquarie
Citi
Macquarie
Macquarie
Macquarie
Macquarie
Ord Minnett
Macquarie
Morgans
Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Macquarie

Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
SIG
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
2
CRN CORONADO GLOBAL RESOURCES
3
WPL WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
33.0%
100.0%
71.0%

Rating Change Recs
-25.0%
58.0% 3
67.0%
33.0% 3
43.0%
28.0% 7
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ECX
EBO
QAN
CGC
SFR
IAG
WHC

ECLIPX GROUP LIMITED
EBOS GROUP LIMITED
QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
COSTA GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
SANDFIRE RESOURCES NL
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED

100.0%
75.0%
60.0%
80.0%
57.0%
57.0%
57.0%

75.0%
50.0%
40.0%
60.0%
43.0%
43.0%
43.0%

25.0%
25.0%
20.0%
20.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%

4
4
5
5
7
7
7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
FNP FREEDOM FOODS GROUP LIMITED
2
AQG ALACER GOLD CORP
3
SAR SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
4
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
5
PLS PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
6
SBM ST BARBARA LIMITED
7
ILU
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
8
HUB HUB24 LIMITED
9
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
10
RRL REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
33.0%
33.0%
40.0%
-7.0%
-50.0%
40.0%
20.0%
40.0%
25.0%
14.0%

Rating Change Recs
67.0%
-34.0% 3
67.0%
-34.0% 3
70.0%
-30.0% 5
21.0%
-28.0% 7
-25.0%
-25.0% 4
60.0%
-20.0% 5
40.0%
-20.0% 5
60.0%
-20.0% 5
42.0%
-17.0% 6
29.0%
-15.0% 7

New TargetPrevious
1.438
0.667
10.630
4.370
3.296
2.819
0.223
5.310
11.392
15.665

Target Change Recs
1.315
9.35% 4
0.610
9.34% 3
9.750
9.03% 7
4.040
8.17% 5
3.117
5.74% 7
2.711
3.98% 7
0.215
3.72% 4
5.130
3.51% 5
11.018
3.39% 5
15.187
3.15% 4

New TargetPrevious
4.117
9.639
2.033
2.457
12.367
2.624
3.326
6.189
6.314

Target Change Recs
4.793
-14.10% 3
10.084
-4.41% 7
2.117
-3.97% 3
2.550
-3.65% 7
12.800
-3.38% 6
2.696
-2.67% 7
3.376
-1.48% 7
6.267
-1.24% 7
6.329
-0.24% 7

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
ECX ECLIPX GROUP LIMITED
2
SIG
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
3
NXT NEXTDC LIMITED
4
QAN QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
5
TAH TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
WSA WESTERN AREAS NL
7
PLS PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
8
SAR SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
9
HUB HUB24 LIMITED
10
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
FNP FREEDOM FOODS GROUP LIMITED
2
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
3
CRN CORONADO GLOBAL RESOURCES
4
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
5
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
6
ORE OROCOBRE LIMITED
7
SGR THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
8
STO SANTOS LIMITED
9
IAG INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
QAN QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
2
SEK SEEK LIMITED
3
FPH FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
LIMITED
4
AX1 ACCENT GROUP LIMITED
5
WEB WEBJET LIMITED
6
OGC OCEANAGOLD CORPORATION
7
QBE QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-2.474
-6.028
58.96% 5
29.158
20.825
40.01% 6
58.216
45.161
28.91% 4
10.700
-6.048
5.861
-17.296

8.433
-8.194
4.781
-20.694

26.88%
26.19%
22.59%
16.42%

3
5
4
7
43

8
9
10

BAP
APT
SIG

BAPCOR LIMITED
AFTERPAY LIMITED
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED

30.055
-16.317
3.137

26.257
-18.350
2.828

14.46%
11.08%
10.93%

6
6
3

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
LLC LENDLEASE GROUP
2
OSH OIL SEARCH LIMITED
3
AWC ALUMINA LIMITED
4
ORA ORORA LIMITED
5
ILU
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
6
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
7
ORE OROCOBRE LIMITED
8
COE COOPER ENERGY LIMITED
9
SGM SIMS LIMITED
10
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
22.998
97.427
-76.39% 5
3.398
4.418
-23.09% 7
6.646
8.153
-18.48% 6
13.064
15.207
-14.09% 7
48.382
56.005
-13.61% 5
7.083
8.143
-13.02% 7
-8.658
-7.724
-12.09% 7
0.418
0.468
-10.68% 4
-24.875
-22.508
-10.52% 6
180.500
195.625
-7.73% 4

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Drifting Away
Uranium prices continue to drift lower on lack of utility interest while the virus continues to add extra
uncertainty
-Kazakhstan moves to re-close
-Uranium market volumes falling
-Paladin has a plan
By Greg Peel
As the virus continues to wreak havoc or reaccelerates in many countries, leaders are choosing to reinstate
preventative measures in order to control the spread. Witness a move in many US states to pause re-openings
or enforce re-closures, as well as the state of New South Wales in Australia deciding to close its border with
Victoria for the first time in the pandemic.
Virus concerns have led to the shutdown of uranium production in the likes of Canada and Kazakhstan, and last
week the president of Kazakhstan instructed the government to consider re-imposing a strict quarantine.
While this will have the ongoing effect of constraining uranium supply, there is no suggestion in the uranium
spot market this should by default lead to higher prices. On the contrary.
Average transaction volumes declined in the month of June following high levels of activity witnessed in March
and April. Industry consultant TradeTech reports 41 transactions totalling 5.2mlbs U3O8 equivalent in the
month. While transaction numbers remain above average, volumes in June were lower than average.
The close of the June quarter saw sellers anxious to offload material and demand appeared at lower prices,
TradeTech reports, although utilities remained absent as producers, traders and speculators dominated the
buying. TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator fell -US20c to US$33.00/lb in the week ending July 4.
This was also the closing price on June 30, down -US85c from the May close.
Activity in the mid-term market also waned in June, with only two transactions reported for the 2021-23
delivery window. With utilities again showing little interest, given ongoing uncertainty over the Russian
Suspension Agreement, TradeTech’s mid-term price indicator has fallen to US$36.50/lb at end-June from
US$37.25/lb at end-May.
Producers are anxious to secure deals in term markets and have been going directly to buyers to try to drum up
some interest, but with end-users reluctant to make commitments at this time, sellers have been unable to
agree on suitable prices that sufficiently cover the cost of future production.
Financing is tight in a covid world, TradeTech notes. TradeTech’s long term price indicator remains unchanged
at US$39.00/lb.
Hope Springs
Paladin Energy ((PDN)) has announced a restart plan for its Langer Heinrich mine in Namibia, of which it owns
75% and the Chinese own 25%. The announcement marks the completion of an extensive package aimed at
delivering a reliable mine restart to reinstate production.
The mine was opened in 2007 but put into care & maintenance in 2018 due to low uranium prices. And therein
lies the catch.
Paladin has not set a date for restart, as it will depend on the right uranium pricing environment.
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The Short Report - 09 Jul 2020
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
Week ending July 2, 2020
Last week saw the ASX200 track a choppy road higher, following Wall Street, before the lockdowns in
Melbourne and state border closures began to bite.
The total number of stocks shorted by 5% or more continues to diminish, falling by another four last week, with
most of the table weighted to the 5-7% shorted range. As is evidenced by the amount of green below, the
average percentage of short position also continues to fall.
The only stock to see a change of one percentage point or more last week was Southern Cross Media ((SXL)),
down to 6.8% from 8.5%.
After falling sharply in March, Southern Cross has done little more than drift lower ever since, albeit net of
some volatile sessions. The company relies greatly on radio advertising, with sport being a major ad drawcard.
Sport is back, in some fashion, but the situation remains fluid.
It appears shorters were cashing in last week.
We also saw positions dropping for Flight Centre ((FLT)) and Corporate Travel Management ((CTD)) which again
suggests cashing in, given interstate air travel is shutting down once more.
On the flipside, a shut-down Melbourne means tools down in the construction industry, hence we see Bingo
Industries ((BIN)) has returned to the table.
No Movers & Shakers this week.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
MYR 12.4
WEB 10.5
No changes
9.0-9.9
ING
No changes
8.0-8.9%
BOQ, NEA, GXY
In: GXY

Out: SXL, CUV

7.0-7.9%
CUV, ORE, JBH, FXL
In: CUV

Out: GXY

6.0-6.9%
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FNP, MTS, SXL, SGM, PGH, PLS, PPT, SEK, LOV
In: SXL

Out: FLT, JIN, CTD

5.0-5.9%
FLT, IVC, CTD, CLH, SUL, ALG, LYC, Z1P, IFL, BIN, CLQ
In: FLT, CTD, BIN

Out: MSB, CGF, BEN, NCZ, AMA

Movers & Shakers
See above.

ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

4.3

3.9

NCM

0.4

0.3

ANZ

0.7

0.7

RIO

2.2

2.3

BHP

4.1

4.1

SCG

0.6

0.5

BXB

0.1

0.1

SUN

0.5

0.7

CBA

0.5

0.5

TCL

0.7

0.7

CSL

0.1

0.2

TLS

0.2

0.2

GMG

0.5

0.4

WBC

0.7

0.8

IAG

0.7

0.6

WES

0.5

0.5

MQG

0.2

0.3

WOW

0.3

0.3

NAB

0.7

0.8

WPL

1.1

1.1

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
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Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Wrap: Victoria Lockdown, Casinos And
Cars
Weekly Broker Wrap: Victoria is under lockdown, the US is heading for an income shock, people are buying
more SUVs and a recovery is on the cards for Australian casinos.
-Lockdown in Victoria to dampen recovery while teaching us a few lessons along the way
-Consumer durable stocks appear to be fully valued
-A shift towards SUVs and 4X4s
-Income shock post-July with CARES Act ending
By Angelique Thakur
Victoria
Stage three covid-19 restrictions imposed across metropolitan Melbourne, essentially requiring people to stay
at home for the next six weeks, depict the virus recovery process will not be linear and will more likely than
not encounter hurdles.
While Morgan Stanley does not expect the latest outbreak to lead to the share market lows seen during the
first wave, there will be repercussions.
Victoria represents about 25% of Australia’s economic activity and employment, and a six-week lockdown is
sure to impact economic data. The broker predicts a direct impact of -1.2% to the third-quarter GDP,
translating to a hit of -$5bn.
Consumer sentiment is crucial in how this lockdown plays out. While Morgan Stanley expects spending to
reduce, the extent may be less than what it was the last time due to stimulus measures providing a degree of
support along with a definite timeframe for the lockdown.
Wilsons notes Adairs ((ADH)) has the largest exposure to Victoria among small cap retailers, followed by City
Chic Collective ((CCX)), Nick Scali ((NCK)) and Mosaic Brands ((MOZ))
In fact, store sales form more than 60% of Adairs revenues and for every week the stores remain closed in
Victoria, it could imply a loss of -$1.7m, states Wilsons.
Believing peak investment in the home may already have occurred, Wilsons expects household categories to
see demand moderating.
In the food and clothing category, Wilsons expects an adverse impact on winter stock which could lead to some
clearance activity.
Morgan Stanley expects an increase in businesses closing shops permanently, especially the small, less liquid
ones. This will not only slow down the recovery but also reduce capacity once lockdown measures are
removed.
The housing market is basically demand-driven with headwinds to the economy likely to translate to headwinds
in the housing market. Melbourne has accounted for 17% of housing sales over the year to date, and the ban on
live auctions and house inspections implies a meaningful headwind to national turnover.
Government support measures have been crucial in sustaining activity over the last few months. Already
amounting to $135bn, the total measures form 14% of GDP over the six-month period.
Morgan Stanley estimates support measures directed towards households have boosted household disposable
income by almost $85bn or 13% over the six-month period.
While originally most of these measures are set to expire in September, Morgan Stanley expects the
government to continue to provide strong counter-cyclical support to the economy, its strong budget position
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government to continue to provide strong counter-cyclical support to the economy, its strong budget position
giving it the needed fiscal space.
The banks have already extended payment holidays for another four months and Morgan Stanley expects more
support in housing skewed towards first home buyers.
Companies, noting the fluidity of the economic environment, may focus solely on FY20 results in their updates
and refrain from giving out definite guidance.
The broker expects downside risks to earnings estimates (already impacted by covid-19) for FY21 but is more
worried about FY22. With many companies assuming FY22 will see a return to FY19 levels, a slowdown in
recovery will test this assumption.
Morgan Stanley expects investors to have a greater appetite for defensive stocks with the focus turning to
profitability, leverage and earnings stability.
The optimism surrounding the re-opening of the economy had assumed a linear and strong recovery trajectory
post-crisis, notes Morgan Stanley, but the situation in Victoria is a reminder that recovery milestones may not
be so linear after all, and are subject to delays.
Victoria’s experience in dealing with this outbreak will be extrapolated to all future outbreaks, which is why
re-flattening the curve assumes even more importance. How Victoria deals with this will affect the reaction of
other states in terms of lockdowns and border closures.

Is the party over for consumer discretionary stocks?
The earlier national lockdown restrictions led people to increase spending on home renovation and home
appliances. Now, with restrictions easing, consumers are staying less at home, which means a diversion of
spending away from the household goods segment.
Another factor bound to impact spending is the winding down of short-term demand catalysts such as
JobKeeper payments.
Macquarie feels while the focus on consumer durables will continue to remain high, the early wins from
holding these stocks have already occurred and the best is over.
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The broker cautions against using FY20-21 as a base case for calculating sustainable earnings/valuation, stating
this will lead to disappointment. The ideal thing to do, suggests Macquarie, is to consider FY22 as a base for a
sustainable growth platform.
Moreover, Macquarie considers consumer discretionary stocks to be fully valued. It expects Bunnings’ ((WES))
sales to decrease with the resumption of normal activities and also notes supply chain constraints at Target
and Kmart.
Domino's Pizza Enterprises ((DMP)) is expected to be affected by the reopening of restaurants and bars. JB
Hi-Fi’s ((JBH)) sales are expected to decline with the outlook uncertain for discretionary spending, while The
Good Guys’ high exposure to housing makes the valuation already look stretched.
Macquarie has downgraded Wesfarmers ((WES)), JB Hi-Fi and Domino’s Pizza Enterprises to Neutral with a
preference for staples over discretionary.
Harvey Norman Holdings ((HVN)), Coles Group ((COL)) and Woolworths ((WOW)) are rated Outperform.
Playing your cards right
Australian casinos are reopening with limited restrictions and high capacity. Citi is positive about the near-term
revenue prospects from these casinos, driven by pent up demand, government stimulus measures and wage
subsidies.
The JobKeeper wage subsidy will likely aid Star Entertainment Group ((SGR)) and Crown Resorts ((CWN)) to
ramp up service levels while increasing first-half margins by circa 7bps.
This leads Citi to expect higher gross gaming revenues (GGR) across the Industry, although still down from the
FY19 levels.
Only Crown Resorts Melbourne remained closed at the end of the first week of July, owing to a resurgence in
cases. This brings us to Citi’s main concern which is the extent of the recovery, especially given income
pressures and border closures.
Citi prefers Star Entertainment Group over Crown Resorts because of Star's earlier reopening along with an
attractive valuation. Citi increases its FY21 operating income estimates for both to reflect the better
demand-supply outlook.
Star is upgraded to Buy while Crown has been downgraded to Neutral driven by further delays in Melbourne’s
reopening.
Shifting gears: A move towards SUVs and 4X4s
Citi’s proprietary ARB Corp ((ARB)) sales index grew by 6% in June, the first positive month since March 2019.
The increase was driven by an uptick in ARB’s key segments of large/upper large SUVs, 4X4s and heavy
commercial vehicles.
Citi analysts highlight these segments got a boost from the Federal Government’s accelerated depreciation
scheme (which allows businesses to write-off new assets up to $150,000) and the lockdown-induced pent-up
demand.
Citi expects the accelerated depreciation scheme to support sales during the first half of FY21.
However, the broker advises caution as it considers the sales in June to be on account of the pent-up demand
rather than an indication of a return to stability. Also, the broker is worried these sales may have depleted
showroom stock and may lead to a shortfall in stock (given factories have been shut down during the covid-19
disruption).
Citi’s third concern is related to JobKeeper which is set to finish in September, and expected to impact
spending. Where the use of SUVs and 4X4 is increasing, new car sales declined by -6% year on year in June.
UBS considers this to be an improvement over the last months with May down -35% and April down -48%,
although noting this decline is the 27th consecutive decline.
June saw the emergence of a two-speed market with higher sales of luxury cars with key brands of Autosports
Group ((ASG)) like BMW, Audi, Mercedes and Volvo seeing strong growth.
This seems to be supported by people reallocating expenditure away from travel and entertainment and
moving away from public transport along with fiscal stimulus measures, pent-up demand and the asset write off
expansion extended to December 31.
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UBS remains cautious about FY21 due to an uncertain economic backdrop, tapering off of stimulus measures
and tighter credit conditions.
The decline in new car sales bodes well for Bapcor ((BAP)) and GUD Holdings ((GUD)) as Citi expects demand
for servicing to increase. Older vehicles are more likely to be serviced by independent garages with whom both
the companies have strong dealings.
Citi also notes weaker sales in brands that offer longer warranties (Kia), again a positive for Bapcor and GUD
Holdings.
Bapcor, with less discretionary products as compared to ARB Corp ((ARB)) and a clearer long-term growth plan
compared to GUD Holdings, remains Citi’s preferred choice.
Dollar stores: low hanging fruit
Morgan Stanley’s small caps team asserts there is potential in Australia to support around 1800 "dollar stores"
versus the circa 700 currently. Recent headlines in retail have been around potential store closures, fashion
retailers rationalising footprints, Target shrinking its network and so forth, the broker notes, but the successful
expansion of the dollar store industry would, to a degree, offset risks
of departing stores.
The team points at the immense potential to grow. This could also be just what mall owners need right now,
with many stores on the verge of closing or shrinking their footprints. Morgan Stanley upgrades listed dollar
store chain The Reject Shop ((TRS)) to Overweight.
Dollar stores will go a long way in offsetting some degree of risk for all categories of mall owners including
Scentre Group ((SCG)), Vicinity Centres ((VCX)), Shopping Centres Australasia Property Group ((SCP)),
Charter Hall Retail REIT ((CQR)) and diversified REITs like GPT Group ((GPT)), Mirvac Group ((MGR)) and
Stockland Corp ((SGP)), believes Morgan Stanley.
For the retail sector as such, Morgan Stanley feels retail landlords have a long challenging journey ahead of
them given the pandemic led uncertainties.
The broker prefers Scentre Group driven by a fresher portfolio situated in higher quality locations over Vicinity
Centres. Shopping Centres Australasia Property Group is preferred over Charter Hall Retail REIT due to its
stronger demographics.
Who CARES for HEROES?
USA’s job market is recovering reasonably well since the shock in late March with non-farm payrolls increasing
by 4.8m in June after rising by 2.7m in May.
The unemployment rate has declined to 11.1% from 14.7% in April, driven mostly by re-hiring in the leisure and
hospitality sector.
However, while this definitely is an improvement, the number of people employed currently is still -14.6m
lower than in February.
There are 17.8m people unemployed, with the total people deemed permanently unemployed increasing to
3.7m in June (a rise of almost 2m). ANZ Bank believes the numbers are likely to grow more.
ANZ Bank is also cautious about the near-term outlook despite the improving labour market data. There has
been a surge in the number of daily cases in the past couple of weeks, rising to 50k/day in early June, well
above the previous peak in mid-April.
This has led to restrictions on the three most populous states – California, Florida and Texas – along with
delaying reopening plans.
ANZ Bank predicts economic activity will slow down in response to the increasing fear, with Americans more
worried about the economy re-opening too quickly rather than too slowly.
Incoming data already suggest a pull-back in economic activity.
There are about 18m people collecting weekly unemployment insurance, which has been boosted by
US$600/week under the CARES Act (Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act).
While the number is not expected to change much given the rising cases and their impact of jobs, ANZ Bank
forecasts the economy will face a material shock once these measures end at the end of July.
The shock, amounting to -US$50bn per month, would wipe out more than -2.5ppt off the second half GDP of
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2020.
Such a nightmarish scenario can be averted by the proposed HEROES Act (Health and Economic Recovery
Omnibus Emergency Solutions Act) under which the unemployment compensation measures would be extended
till January 31, 2021.
However, Republicans view this could incentivise workers to stay at home rather than return to work and are
not keen on the Act. As a result, the Senate has so far not supported this bill.
ANZ Bank points out there simply aren’t enough jobs at the moment and with the virus remaining a significant
threat along with far from normal trading conditions, some form of income assistance will be helpful.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Lovisa Well Placed For Longer-Term Recovery
Fashion jewellery is likely to remain relatively low on the list of consumer purchases for now but, over the
longer term, Lovisa is considered well placed for a recovery in demand.
-Demand for young fashion jewellery likely to remain low in the short term
-Spain a reminder of the risks of entering new markets
-Acceleration of the international roll-out may increase cash requirements
By Eva Brocklehurst
Fashion jewellery retailer Lovisa Holdings ((LOV)) has managed to withstand the damage to sales caused by
the closure of stores globally during much of the June quarter, largely because of a strong balance sheet.
Nevertheless, several brokers suggest fashion jewellery is likely to remain fairly low in the hierarchy of
purchases consumers undertake as retail businesses start to re-open. Lovisa stores have completely re-opened,
beginning in mid April for the Australian chain and with the UK the last to re-open in late June. Spain is the
exception, where the company has chosen to exit the market.
Spain was an underperforming pilot comprising nine stores and Bell Potter is not surprised by the decision.
Macquarie, too, had already considered an exit likely and is not worried, given the larger opportunities in other
markets. However, Citi suspects this may mean that the Lovisa concept will not work in as many markets as
previously anticipated, and is a reminder of the risks entering new markets.

Second half sales were down -37%, reflecting the impact of the pandemic on shopping centre traffic as as well
as the fact international stores were closed from the majority of the quarter.
As stores re-opened progressively late in the second half, Lovisa was able to beat many estimates for FY20
sales, which, for company-owned stores, came in around $237m. Still, since stores have re-opened,
like-for-like sales are down -32.5% year on year as foot traffic has been weak.
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Shopping Centre Exposure
Macquarie points out Lovisa is heavily exposed to foot traffic, as opposed to online, and the pandemic has
reduced the number of events for which jewellery purchases are likely to be made.
This is also the factor that underpins Citi's estimates for like-for-like sales, expected to decline in the first half
of FY21 by -14%. Demand for costume jewellery will be affected by the prevalence of a younger demographic
amongst the company's customer base, and they have a relatively higher chance of being unemployed
when JobKeeper subsidies are removed.
Lovisa is also reliant on shopping centre traffic and this is under fire as consumers switch more to online
purchases . Hence, Lovisa may need to spend more on marketing. Morgan Stanley also expects the fashion
jewellery category will lag the rest of the retail sector in terms of a recovery.
Discussions with landlords will be a key factor for FY21 and an indicator of when the rolling out of stores will
recommence. Bell Potter observes discussions are well in train in Australasia but are moving more slowly
offshore. Morgans anticipates Lovisa extracting improved rental terms over time, particularly in Australasia,
but Citi believes landlords will be slow to offer the type of deals Lovisa is likely to require.
Morgans remains satisfied with the net cash position, which was well ahead of forecasts. The better
performance reflected trading terms from suppliers, no new stock orders and rental abatements.
A timeframe for a sales recovery is hard to predict but the broker does not believe the impact of the pandemic
will endure, while the global roll-out potential is unchanged. That said, Morgans acknowledges a sales
recovery is likely to be slower compared with some other domestic retailers. Earnings are expected return
to FY19 levels in FY22 but with a narrower margin of 17.6% versus 21%.
Macquarie agrees the stock has value in the longer term but lacks conviction regarding the trajectory or timing
of a recovery. Still, there is sufficient liquidity to fund operations despite the headwinds to revenue.
Lovisa has avoided an equity raising but acceleration of the international roll-out could increase cash
requirements, Citi points out, although this could be funded by lower dividends. The broker highlights the
company does not have a pay-out target.
Bell Potter, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, improves risk
parameters used in its valuation, given the strong balance sheet, and retains a Buy rating with a $7.50 target.
The database has one Buy (Morgans) rating, two Hold and one Sell (Citi). The consensus target is $6.60,
suggesting -4.7% downside to the last share price. Targets range from $5.75 (Citi) to $8.14 (Morgans).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Damstra Expands Horizons With Vault
Damstra will acquire Vault Intelligence, expanding its product suite, customer and industry exposure and
providing several avenues for growth.
-Vault expected to improve the value proposition
-Numerous cross-selling opportunities
-Major impetus to company products from the pandemic
By Eva Brocklehurst
Damstra Holdings ((DTC)), which independently verifies documentation for contracting companies, will expand
its customer and product base with a significant acquisition, undertaking an all-scrip deal to acquire Vault
Intelligence ((VLT)).
The two key Vault products are the Solo workforce monitoring software and Enterprise, a comprehensive
solution for environment, health and safety risk management.
Solo can be cross-sold into the Damstra base and Shaw and Partners is particularly enthused about the remote
product, which involves wearable and app-based employee tracking and productivity items, likely to be in
demand with Damstra's blue-chip customers.

The broker withholds changes to estimates until the acquisition is completed, slated for October, yet expects
Vault will improve the value proposition for mobile workforce clients and reiterates a Buy rating with a $1.80
target. There is also greater R&D scale on offer and more balanced customer and industry exposure.
Management reported revenue for FY20 of $20.9m and underlying operating earnings (EBITDA) of $4.3m.
Guidance is for 30-40% organic growth in FY21. Morgan Stanley raises revenue estimates for FY21 to allow for
the contribution from Vault plus the benefit of some organic growth, and Vault is expected to be cash flow
positive in FY21.
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The broker reduces the organic growth trajectory estimate for Damstra in FY22, expecting it will slow to under
20%, even though there are more levers at its disposal now, while acknowledging its estimates could be
conservative.
While there is now a unique product proposition and compelling strategic rationale, Morgan Stanley suspects
merging the businesses will be challenging, although maintains an Overweight rating and $1.80 target.
The broker discerns Damstra has bought two businesses in one and, given large parts of the legacy WFM
solution will be retired, there is an opportunity to improve features and ultimately monetise the
combined base.
Moelis believes the acquisition has a strong rationale as it builds the platform into a compelling and
comprehensive offering and enables numerous cross-selling opportunities and retains a Buy rating with a $1.74
target.
Customers are also now more diverse and this establishes a stronger presence in Singapore and Hong Kong. The
acquisition price is considered reasonable at $58.8m, given costs and revenue synergies.
This is also strongly accretive from FY22, given anticipated top-line revenue growth at Vault of 60-70%.
Management at Damstra appears increasingly confident in the US opportunity and Moelis envisages a large
multiple re-rating because of the size of that market.
Attention is expected to be on material opportunities going forward. Still, Morgan Stanley points out investors
remain concerned about the pace of acquisitions, with Vault being the third since October. The broker would
prefer organic expectations were met with new contracts and more internally-developed product as well as
cross-selling.
While Vault can add materially to the growth and valuation potential, Shaw is also of the view that the core
business is rich in catalysts and there are structural tailwinds, while the transition to online cloud-based
solutions continues to strengthen. The broker expects the market cap of the combined business will be $250m
and a cash balance of $12m is envisaged at acquisition.
COVID-19
The coronavirus pandemic is also considered a major positive impulse for the company and sales are expected
to strengthen. Shaw believes monitoring, workforce and asset assessment are likely to be increasingly
emphasised by employers in the post-pandemic world.
Health, safety and efficiency remain in focus too, and Damstra has market leading products in Australia
that are being expanded globally . The company is leveraged to a consumption and recurring revenue model,
with around 90% of revenue recurring and gross margins high at over 65%.
Damstra targets large customers and grows product usage through winning parts of its workforce or sites in a
geography then extending to other areas of the group. The company counts Newmont, Glencore, AGL Energy
((AGL)) and Orica ((ORI)) among its customers.
Damstra was contained within the Skilled Group before being bought out in 2016 by the current management
team, listing on ASX in 2019. Meanwhile, Vault has a range of products licensed to over 400 enterprises.
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Nickel Mines Poised For Price Recovery
A spotlight has fallen on Nickel Mines (the company) after having completed the acquisition of a further stake
in its Indonesian projects. Shaw and Partners initiates coverage.
-Economic interest in Morowali projects raised to 80%
-Catalysts include improving nickel price
-Commencement of dividends considered likely in 2021
By Eva Brocklehurst
Electric vehicles hold the promise of increased demand for nickel as a cathode in batteries, which brings
Nickel Mines ((NIC)) into the spotlight. Shaw and Partners highlights that having started out as an explorer,
Nickel Mines is now more an industrial producer than a mining company.
Nickel pig iron is being produced from rotary kiln electric furnaces (RKEF) in the Indonesian Morowali Industrial
Park in partnership with stainless steel producer Tsingshan, the world's largest, which is also a strategic
shareholder in Nickel Mines.

Tsingshan has pioneered the use of RKEF to produce molten pig iron, and invested substantially in the
development of the Indonesian industry. There are two nickel production projects, in which Nickel Mines
recently increased its economic interest to 80% from 60%, funded by an entitlement offer.
Bell Potter asserts this was a major milestone and the projects should be strongly accretive, justifying the
US$120m cost. The stock is considered a top pick and the broker retains a Buy rating with a $1.08 target.
Macquarie also anticipates increased ownership, which came six months earlier than expected, and will raise
the company's production share to 36,000tpa. Macquarie maintains an Outperform rating with a $0.90 target.
Indonesian Projects
Hengjaya started in early 2019 and Ranger in mid 2019. Both are now producing 21,000tpa of nickel each at a
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Hengjaya started in early 2019 and Ranger in mid 2019. Both are now producing 21,000tpa of nickel each at a
cost of around US$7,750/t. Nickel Mines has a 33-34,000tpa share in this production, making it the largest
pure exposure to nickel on the ASX .
Shaw and Partners acknowledges some investors may be concerned about the operations in Indonesia and the
partnership with a Chinese company, as well as the fact there are both Indonesian and Chinese strategic
stakeholders.
However, Nickel Mines is not an outsider, the relationships are strong and Tsingshan has an 18% stake in Nickel
Mines. Moreover, at a mid-cycle nickel price of US$6.50/lb the two projects are expected to generate a
combined free cash flow of around US$210m per annum.
Shaw has initiated coverage of the stock with a Buy rating and $1.04 target, noting catalysts include the
ongoing stability of operations and improvement in the nickel price from its cyclical lows as well as the
commencement of dividend payments, considered likely in 2021.
Given the increased use of electric vehicles, Shaw expects the price of nickel will increase around 30%
from the current spot price, to an incentive price of around US$7.50/lb once the pandemic-related shocks
abate.
The broker acknowledges risk lies with volatile and often arbitrary policy changes in Indonesia, such as the ban
on exporting unprocessed ore, and as a result the nickel price is difficult to forecast.
The looming export ban drove the nickel market in 2019 and it was intended to stimulate domestic processing
of ore and produce value-added nickel products. Fortunately, as Shaw notes, Tsingshan was an early mover and
began construction of nickel pig iron and steel making facilities in Indonesia ahead of the bans.
Nickel Mines listed on the ASX in 2018 at $0.35 a share and has an 80% stake in the Hengjaya mine, a
high-grade, long-life nickel laterite deposit in central Sulawesi, not far from the Morowali projects. The
balance is owned by its local Indonesian partner. The mine produces direct shipping ore and the bulk is sold to
the Morowali facilities for the production of nickel pig iron.
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Class of 2020
Dear time-poor investor: the bull market of 2020 has created a whole new generation of enthusiastic share
market participants
-Class of 2020
-Bitcoin, The Share Market Omen?
-FNArena Talks
Class of 2020
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
There are two key characteristics embedded in the share market and human investors are not well-suited to
deal with either of the two; randomness and irrationality.
Most investors look at daily price moves and try to make sense of it through the framework of an intelligent,
well-considered, structured, long-term investment strategy.
This then leads to oft used expressions such as “the market is telling us” but such approach belies the fact
not every participant in the share market fits in that same mould.
As a matter of fact, it is very well plausible there are times when, and specific places in the market where,
rational decisions with a focus beyond the immediate are not at all front of mind among those buying and
selling stocks.
Most of you, I assume, have by now heard about the recent inexplicable rise in popularity of US listed
companies that are but one step away from corporate failure, with failing car rental company Hertz Global
Holdings the poster boy for this new market craze.
Under US legislation, companies in deep trouble (usually burdened by too much debt) can seek
court-approved Chapter 11 protection, which allows business operations to continue while trying to find a
solution to the financial problems.
Such a solution regularly involves wiping out shareholders and starting anew. A scenario investors in
Australia can relate to as this is how Virgin Australia is being saved from the corporate graveyard.
One would think, logically, that anyone with a sense for risk would draw a long bow around such companies,
but that’s not what happened recently.
After shares in Hertz staged an eye-catching rally despite the company being all but broke and in deep
debt, money started pouring into stocks of similarly hard hit, bankrupt companies including JC Penney,
Whiting Petroleum, Pier 1 Imports, Chesapeake Energy and GNC Holdings.
All the while, corporate debt linked to these companies continues to trade at a discount, indicating
bondholders, who rank above equity owners, don’t expect they will receive all the money they are due.
****
Australia had its own eye-catchers last week with shares in Etherstack PLC ((ESK)) and Alterity
Therapeutics ((ATH)), stocks virtually nobody had ever heard about up until that point, rising by more than
1000% in one day.
Yes, that’s right. Up 1000% between the open and close of June 30 th.
Etherstack is not going bankrupt, at least not here and now. The company develops radio technologies for
wireless equipment manufacturers and network operators.
The share price surge occurred after it announced having teamed up with Samsung to jointly develop and
market Samsung’s advanced network solutions, with Etherstack’s digital land mobile radio (LMR)
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softswitching technologies embedded.
In summary: Etherstack will receive some income from Samsung’s marketing efforts, at some point, but we
don’t know how much or when, and neither do we know any other details that might impact on the
company’s future growth or viability.
But the share price went up by 1000%-plus. And there are times when that is all market participants
need/want to know.
Etherstack, from its part, is using the unexpected opportunity by exercising conversion options for the
convertible bonds it issued in August last year.
Gotta make hay while the sun shines.
Shares in Alterity Therapeutics jumped on the announcement the company had met with the US FDA to
agree upon requirements for a phase II trial of its ATH434 product, a potential treatment of a specific
Parkinsonian disorder.
Had anyone of last week’s buyers considered that phase II has yet to be organised, and there will still be a
phase III if proven successful?
The Alterity Therapeutics share price is almost back to where it was pre-June 30 th.

****
For good measure, nothing of what you just read is new or unusual for the share market locally or
elsewhere.
Most investors like to think of the share market as a public forum where intelligence and insights meet
experience, in-depth research, sophisticated tools and a bit of luck, but some participants are not the
slightest interested in any of that.
They simply want to make money. End of discussion. And through as many short cuts as possible (We’re all
human, n’est-ce pas?).
The share market has always been a hodgepodge of different strategies and time horizons, not to mention
the differences in experience and skills, but anecdotal evidence suggests this year in particular has seen
two identifiable groups join the market:
-older investors who had become wary amidst a lot of talk about inflated share prices are preferring to sit
on large amounts in cash instead of risking it in the market;
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-a younger generation of enthusiastic stock market newbies who have now quickly discovered a lot of money
can be made, and quickly too, when markets are “cheap” and on the rise.
The latter has already been dubbed the “Robinhood traders”, after a popular, rapidly growing,
commission-free trading platform in the US and the UK, “on a mission to democratize finance for all”.
According to media reports, some 160,000 Robinhood accounts have been trading shares in bankrupt Hertz,
pumping up the share price by more than 1000%.
Probably the most telling quote I came across was: “While the New York Stock Exchange has already moved
to de-list Hertz to better protect investors, Robinhood continues to support trade for the company’s shares.”
Shares in Etherstack are by now responding to gravity, having given up more than -50% of that tremendous
one-day rally.
****
As is standard practice, specific data and insights are always easiest to obtain for US markets, but recent
insights shared by Nabtrade support the FNArena experience.
Average retail trading at Nabtrade doubled to $3.3bn as at the end of April from $1.6bn pre-pandemic,
with Nabtrade observing many accounts that had been dormant are now active again.
To add more colour to those numbers: Nabtrade also reported a 500% uplift in new account applicants in
March, followed by a 300% increase in April (off usual levels).
These are not all rampant gamblers only interested in speculating on Hertz & Co, although there would be a
fair number included. Nabtrade data suggest blue chip stocks such as CSL proved equally popular.
Probably the most intriguing characteristic, according to Nabtrade, is that most of the money inflows
concentrated on playing the rebound in falling prices, including for the local banks.
Gemma Dale, Director SMSF and Investor Behaviour at Nabtrade, cites the example of that particular day
when the “impossible” happened in WTI crude oil futures with the quoted futures price actually falling
deep in the negative.
Traditionally, this would have been followed by retail investors en masse selling in panic, but this time
around, recalls Dale, “We had investors buying so enthusiastically that night, it was extraordinary”.
One thing that stands out from the crowd that freshly joined or re-joined equity markets in recent months
is they have concluded from past experiences/observations that heavy sell-offs are most likely a buying
opportunity.
The obvious irony here is, of course, that when investors who were already in the share market were selling
stocks out of risk management or kept their powder dry in anticipation of further weakness, these fresh
money flows showed everyone there are always two sides to any event in the share market.
It’s much more profitable to start from the bottom than it is to navigate when heavy turbulence hits near
the top.
****
Have no doubt, the worst recession in a decade followed by the largest stimulus response ever seen in
history have created a whole new generation of share market traders whose very first experience is one of
the strongest and fastest bull market upswings ever witnessed.
In Australia, the Robinhood experience from overseas is being reflected in the sudden success that has
befallen “Australia’s cheapest brokerage”, SelfWealth ((SWF)), also identifiable by its stellar share price
performance post April.
And while Nabtrade emphasises that blue chip stocks and ETFs have been just as popular as the high risk,
highly speculative options, another platform eToro has confirmed Tesla, Boeing, Hertz, American Airlines,
Disney and China’s Nio Inc (considered the equivalent of Tesla) are all inside the top ten of most traded
stocks among its clientele.
While not necessarily being of the same risk profile as Etherstack or Alterity Therapeutics, all the stocks
mentioned have one crucial characteristic in common: trying to ascertain the value for those stocks through
using fundamental analysis is near impossible, at least at this point in time.
This suggests to me that “fundamentals” are not top of mind for the majority who has recently (re-)entered
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the share market as a trader.
This has been more of a broad momentum play, possibly assisted by some charting and various market
direction indicators.
I can even see a good case for buying #stonks because, well, #stonks are going up!
While everyone is making money, and the past few months have been extremely accommodating for anyone
stepping out the comfort zone and taking on board more risk, no hard questions are being asked.
These hard questions will be asked at some point, of course. We’ll have to wait and see how much
enthusiasm remains when trends become muddier and the inevitable losses start appearing in account
statements.
Until then, be aware this year’s pandemic has created a whole new fan base for putting one’s money to
work in equities.
This is yet another sharp contrast with 2008/2009 which left many scarred for life, never to return.
For now, risk-taking with gusto is back. Who’d have thunk it?
Bitcoin, The Share Market Omen?
A number of share market strategists have been advising investors it’s probably a good time to take a more
conservative approach after a stellar run and with reporting season approaching both in the USA and locally
in August.
This week strategists at Macquarie came out with the most remarkable share market weather vane by
referring to cryptocurrency bitcoin as a warning signal to pay attention to.
On Macquarie’s observation, the price of bitcoin has thus far in 2020 led turning points for the S&P500 by
one week.
Bitcoin futures have been sliding lower since June 2 nd. In line with a greater participation of younger
investors and traders in equities, Macquarie notes many of these youngsters would equally be actively
trading bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
Macquarie already had been of the mindset that a share market correction might be on the cards. The fact
that bitcoin is weakening, and might be leading equities, is simply yet another indicator pointing into that
same direction.
Macquarie also points out the balance sheet of the Federal Reserve has now declined for three straight
weeks.
FNArena Talks
Audio interview about my experience and observations from 5.5 years of running the FNArena-Vested
Equities All-Weather Model Portfolio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pf2X38N8uO8
For those interested to read some background on the All-Weather Portfolio (from last week):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/07/02/lessons-learned-from-5-5-years-of-all-weather-portfolio/
(This story was written on Monday 6th July, 2020. It was published on the day in the form of an email to paying
subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website. Part Two will be published on Friday).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and calculations
are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their licensed investment advisor
first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association FNArena's – see disclaimer on the
website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is more
than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this: info@fnarena.com
or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
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Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for
an ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles
the main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels.
Your chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $440 (incl GST) for twelve months or $245 for six and can be purchased here (depending
on your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.

Financial News for the Bright
and the Uneducated. And for
everybody else in between.
FN Arena News

Building the Future of Financial Journalism

www.fnarena.com
Trials are free and without any obligation

This Report should be read in conjunction with our terms and disclaimer on page 17. 
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